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Foreword

Echangeur has been anticipating developments in business and their
impacts on a changing customer experience for 20 years.

At the last edition of Innovate Service Centric, Echangeur analysed a
changing society subject to contradictions and in search of meaning.

On the one hand, we mentioned a modern form of schizophrenia in which
the aspirations of capricious users, the talents of committed workers and
the concerns of responsible citizens found themselves back to back,
fuelled by an ultimately alienating system.

On the other, we discerned the advent of more honest individuals better
integrated into the object of their consumption. Faced with a form of
outdated shedding of responsibility; an integr'actor in the process of re-
appropriating his environment by contributing to it more directly.

Spurred on by new technologies, waves of creative destruction are
accelerating change.

Less and less solitary and increasingly combined, new technologies are
opening up an infinite range of possibilities. Their hybridization is giving
birth to fluid, seamless experiences around a single individual, who has
become the main pivot of new retail ecosystems.

These transformations thus offer the opportunity of reinventing the very
foundations of trade and the fundamentals of retail.

The cornerstone of this new retail depends on the engagement of each
link in the value creation chain.

Much less compartmentalized mechanisms are reinventing roles, with a
view to creating novel, meaningful retail and new insights. This involves
all the facets of the individuals that we are.

All about aptness and justice, innovation finds a new place in it because it
involves each of us.

To progress in the right direction, Echangeur invites all the protagonists of
retail to innovate properly by interpreting and scrutinizing an environment
with plentiful new opportunities and unprecedented practices.

Disturbing, inspiring, motivating, these practices reflect a retail industry in
turmoil and in tune with the new challenges of our civilization.

All the Echangeur team
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Together, for better...

ALERT STATUS

Our environment is sending out warning signs: a planet in danger,
institutions in crisis, growing inequalities, increasing job insecurity,
invasive new technologies, ethical questioning, etc.

Weak signs in their time, these warnings have crystallized into major
trends and reached the point of no return. Institutions are proving to be
outflanked in the face of what one could call a “tipping point”.

These concerns give free rein to unprecedented statements of position
and approaches, increasingly initiated by civil society. They show that
there are no longer any rules for taking action, at a time when there is a
strong feeling of urgency and anything goes.

Engagement

Spurred on by the invasion of digital technology into our everyday life,
21st century man is speaking out and taking action.

More engaged than their elders, the Millennials are taking over social
media and unconventional spaces to remodel democracy. New
organizations are emerging, less compartmentalized, less hierarchical
and more collaborative. Energies are increasing to give new meaning to
the old models.

Driven by all these trends, consumption, hitherto synonymous with
destruction, could regain prestige and henceforth rhyme with creation.
Retail, the hub of this new form of consumption and its impacts, is
naturally in the front line to take on new, more generous missions for the
good of all.

While profit is the means to an end, it is effectively no longer an end in
itself. It is up to the key players in this revolution to catalyse energies
quite openly for a better future.

THE COMMON GOOD

Albeit emerging and isolated, initiatives devoted to the common good
foreshadow a definite groundswell. Beyond social washing or green
washing, which attract superficially benevolent initiatives, more tangible
and deeper ambitions are being taken.

Aware of these developments, at least constrained by the movement,
retail chains and brands are in the process of evolving their reason for
being. The whole value creation chain of retail will be affected, federating
staff, partners and customers around a shared mission.

Ecological and social progress is indeed becoming everyone's concern. It
is opening up a breach for new areas of expression, ennobles relations
and restores meaning to organizations.

Echangeur invites you to discover the landmarks of this movement.
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Our planet has reached the point of no return

The new generation is confronted with an unprecedented challenge. For
the first time in the history of mankind, the fate of future generations
depends closely on current behaviours, the outcomes of which can have
serious consequences for the survival of our ecosystem.

We have never been in such good health and so safe, unquestionably a
sign of progress. That notwithstanding, we are digging our own grave.

As we enter the era of the 6th mass extinction, Climate Scepticism and
Climate Alarmism continue to divide, and hurricanes to devastate.
2016 is the year so dreaded by scientists. We have reached a point of
total indifference, a critical threshold of concentrations of particles
facilitating global warming, in reality minimizing our hopes of maintaining
the planet below 2°C warming threshold compared with the pre-industrial
age. The consequences of climate change (farming, natural disasters,
violence, mortality, drive, etc.) are expected to represent an average drop
of 23% in income per person at the end the century. The announced
withdrawal of the USA from the Paris Agreement came as a bombshell,
and “ecocide” has never seemed so imminent since the biggest emitter of
CO2 after China announced that it would not contribute to change.

This decision triggered reactions symptomatic of a real state of
emergency: Elon Musk (CEO of Tesla Motors and SpaceX) resigned his
position as government adviser, Lloyd Blankfein (CEO of Goldman Sachs)
condemned this decision, speaking openly on Twitter for the first time,
Stephan Hawkins made an alarmist appeal backed by a community of
400 other scientists, Africa has joined forces by issuing a press relEase,
while Emmanuel Macron is mobilizing American scientists.

“Make our planet great again” is becoming an imperative in these
uncertain times, in which each decision could have harmful knock-on
effects in the long term.

“From all the continents, believers and non-believers, we all belong to the same planet, to the community of mankind. We have to be 
vigilant, and defend it not just against the forces of nature that threaten it, but more importantly against the folly of man”. 
Simone Veil

Presented at Cannes 2017, Al
Gore's new film continues his
battle worldwide, setting out to
form an army of defenders of the
climate and exert his influence on
international climate policy.

Source ©warner
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The digital divide is breaking up our models

As well as a worrying ecological situation, inequalities have never been so
great for decades.

The report Oxfam published in this respect got sensational coverage in
the media. Attendees at the last Davos Forum acknowledged that
inequalities were a serious hindrance to growth, and considerably
incrEased the risk of a financial crisis.
Inequalities are increasing with the digital divide, when access to the
Internet is becoming a determining factor for success and equal
opportunities.
A two-speed society is thus emerging, one section populated by the well-
to-do, enjoying technologies offering them endless ways of enhancing
their lives, the other populated by the most destitute, deprived of access
to such comforts.

The digital revolution is also questioning the place of work in society.
According to the World Economic Forum, more than half of current jobs
could be automated by 2050. An OECD survey in 2016 estimates that 9%
of jobs in member countries will suffer from the “robolution”. And yet,
robotization is expected to boost productivity up from 0.8% to 1.4% per
annum by eliminating human error caused by fatigue while at the same
time accelerating tasks. As a general rule, it is tasks rather than jobs that
are automated.
Some think that the disappearance of employment would be a good thing:
delegating thankless tasks to machines would lead to a more “caring”
society, refocusing on voluntary activities hitherto devalued as they are
considered non-productive. Robotization would in fact prevent
automation of the mind and would be more a source of emancipation than
one of alienation. Others thinks that it would incrEase inequalities
between insiders and outsiders on an ever more competitive job market.
In this context of uncertainty, basic income is a much-debated issue. This
process is encouraged by the leading lights of Silicon Valley, who see in it
a way of mitigating the effects on employment of the artificial
intelligences they produce.
Many states like Alaska, Finland, the Netherlands, India and Namibia have
already conducted encouraging experiments on universal income, the
practicalities of which vary according to the resources and characteristics
of each country.

Source ©Oxfam
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digital technology is reinventing our reflexes

The "digital natives” demonstrate fickle curiosity and operate in networks,
confirming the trend towards hyper-connectivity of future generations.

The Internet identity of a creative and innovative child (YouTube
channels) nowadays depends on an e-reputation measured by the
number of “likes”. The digital age has profoundly affected the brain, which
now processes 10 times more information a day than it did ten years ago.
These hyper-digitalized individuals generate an economy of attention, in
which communication is based more visuals than on language, while the
endless flow of information naturally prompts us to channel-hop.

A Microsoft study reveals that the attention span of 18-25 year-olds has
dropped from 12 seconds to 8.25 seconds in 15 years .

The need for short formats and instantaneity has modified
communication channels, like “speedwatching”, which consists in
accelerating the broadcast speed of a series to save time without any loss
in quality.

The omnipresence of screens is altering our neurological functions. It
causes a phenomenon of neuronal reorganization during intensive digital
activities, in effect influencing long-term attention span and the impact of
visual communication. One even speaks of the “pathology of digital
natives”, to describe this need for ubiquity and the practice of
multitasking.

In parallel, average IQ continues to fall.
This worrying inversion in the intelligence quotient curve was brought to
light in 2015 by the research of Edward Dutton and Richard Flynn.
Average French IQ fell 3.8 points to 98 between 1990 and 2009, reflecting
a widespread cognitive decline dynamic. This trend is also observed in
Norway, the United Kingdom, Sweden or even Australia, and leads one to
predict a decline in cerebral competence. Hormone disrupting chemicals
and the use of psychotropic substances are held responsible for the
phenomenon, whereas the individual intelligence quotient had until now
continually incrEased in the last century.
With virtually limitless access to information, the digital natives are more
skilful and quicker, but their memory is tending to become more
superficial. Subject to automatic reflexes and reactions to screen content,
it struggles to engender a cognitive thought process and limits
objectivity.
This “shortage of attention” is becoming a real challenge for economic
agents, at a time when artificial intelligence is opening up a range of
possibilities facilitating and comforting everyday existence.
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Artificial intelligence taking over from ethics

Although they offer new horizons, the interference of connected objects
and embryos of artificial intelligence in our lives raises ethical questions.

Silicon Valley has seen Mark Zuckerberg and Elon Musk confront each
other in this respect, after the latter publicly voiced his concerns about
the dangers of artificial intelligence. According to him, it “is the biggest
risk we face as a civilisation”, because sooner or later will come the time
when it is uncontrollable. The CEO of Tesla Motors thus considers that AI
is one of the few sectors where regulation should be proactive rather than
reactive, in order to limit its impact on the labour market and the risks
involved in unsupervised R&D with no legal framework.

OpenAI, a non-profit-making research organization, provides its
researchers with non-patented tools for controlling the development of
artificial intelligence. Musk states that his “mission is to construct a secure
general artificial intelligence.” His aim is to “take digital intelligence in a
direction that will benefit all humankind, without a necessary return on
investment. As our work does not depend on profit targets, we can
concentrate on a better positive human impact”

Backed by 115 company directors and researchers, Elon Musk also
warns of the risk of seeing killer robots becoming more autonomous and
turn against man, because “this Pandora's box is opened, it will be hard to
close”.

The whole purpose of the “Stop Killer Robots” campaign is to warn about
the risks of hijacking and hacking of a potentially lethal AI.

However, the announced launch of Neuralink by the same Elon Musk has
revived tensions around scientific ethics: the company, which has just
secured 27 million dollars to fund its activity, intends to adapt humankind
to technological advances by enabling individuals to improve their
neurological capacities.

The question then is to determine whether we will one day be outstripped
by artificial intelligence.

We are entering the era of improved mankind, where mechanical, digital
and biological extensions to the body will mark the years to come.

In parallel, legislation governing digital technology is still embryonic,
scarce and complex: it is estimated that it would take nine months to read
and understand the legal and contractual terms of privacy governing a
single day spent on the Internet.

Is the rate of progress of the IoT and AI so breathtaking that it will exclude
its creator?

Source ©flickr
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tokenization surfing on the blockchain

Last year we identified the blockchain as an accelerator of
disintermediation. Utopian fantasy for some, a veritable revolution in
trade for others, the blockchain continues to plough its furrow and sow
its seeds.
A register of reliable and transparent transactions, the blockchain can be
consulted by anyone at any time. If a user modifies a link in the chain, it
will no longer match the following blocks and an error will be raised. The
mechanism of stacking blocks guarantees the security and veracity of the
data in the chain. The blockchain requires users to be responsible
because it is not hosted or regulated by any central authority.
One of the blockchain's possible new uses is that it involves the user in
circular consumption. A motorist can take out insurance when purchasing
a car, enter a cycle of use in which the product is only a car for the time
being but will perform other functions in due course, once recycled. One
will be able to predict the environmental impact of one's consumption and
its contribution to the production of tomorrow. That could revolutionize
retail and transform the way consumers choose their goods by proving
via the blockchain technology that the products have indeed completed
their life cycle.
Crypto-currencies (via tokens) and logistical traceability for their part are
already common practice.
The much-debated evolution of Bitcoin is edifying, as Japan recognized it
as a legal currency in 2017 and has accepted it as a means of payment,
even though it has no control over its exchange rate.

Combined with a loyalty programme, this tokenization could accelerate
monetary circulation within a closed loop community.

The exchange rate of a digital currency can be fixed by mutual agreement
between the brands present on the blockchain. That is the ambition of
new start-ups such as Loyyal or Ribbit.me, who want to offer a loyalty and
rewards system common to several brands that become interoperable in
a previously fragmented industry. The brands present on the blockchain
themselves manage their conversion parity with the common currency
and can offer goods and services that are cheaper in bitcoins than in
euros or dollars. These special rates generate engagement and loyalty
and encourage the customer to be active on the network.

Source ©goldstockbull.com

Source ©Amazon
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Ecosystems that are reinventing geography

Were this practice to gain traction and become widespread, it would pose
a real challenge for States, which would struggle to regulate such
exchanges.
If they authorized consumers to use a currency they do not control,
governments would gradually be divested of their monetary policy and
accordingly their political power. States themselves could one day be
outstripped by the tokenization of an economy centred around economic
giants generating their own closed loop ecosystems.
At a time when Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon are creating their
own campuses operating as independent towns and offering
interoperable services, one could easily imagine that a Google or Amazon
token emerges, offering access to the services provided by these digital
giants.

Example of current world “tokenization” at the level of
peer-to-peer exchanges.

We could witness a fragmentation of the world no longer around
territories or nationalities but rather around closed communities: signing
up to the Google system, holding tokens and using them for one's living
expenses would amount to becoming a sort of Google citizen within a
community offering a broad enough range of services to cover all our
needs. The State would gradually withdraw in the face of the companies
and the interoperability of the systems: by offering a variety of services,
they would be able to create their own State-currency.
A tokenized economy could also sustain a peer-to-peer system of
exchanges through platforms created by and for users, lending credibility
to a civil society in which the local level would become essential.

Amazon	penetrates	all	aspects	of	our	life.	

Source ©pierre_papron
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Civil society is on the move

Since Emmanuel Macron's election as head of the French state, the term
“civil society” is on everyone's lips.

A catch-all concept with blurred and vague outlines, civil society is
reacting as best it can to the crisis of institutions that western
democracies are experiencing.
The spectre of global and environmental imbalances is spreading a feeling
of powerlessness of our collective regulation systems, in effect
undermining the idea of progress that mankind has always held dear.
Financial and health crises have created a feeling of mistrust vis-à-vis
certain traditional industries such as banking, insurance or even large retail
chains, while the politicians are accused of perpetuating an archaic
system. In this search for reassurance, civil society - emanating from the
people and for the people - appears to be the answer to contemporary ills.
The increasing number of cyber-attacks targeting institutions now has a
name, “hacktivism” (a contraction of hacking and activism), whereby
cyber-activists interpellate local governments out of a concern for social
justice.
Civil society thus finds expression through unconventional means,
facilitated by the irruption of digital technology and the international scope
of social networks.

The democratic revival appears to rely on digital technology.
While 64% of the French consider that social media develop freedom of
speech, 67% think that they do not strengthen democracy. The re-
appropriation of politics by citizens relies more on platforms designed for
the purpose. Appearing in France two or three years ago, “civic tech” (or
“gov tech”) are digital political tools that are supposed to bypass
intermediaries between the State and its citizens.
These new democratic tools are still in their infancy, even if some of them
have already generated a degree of civil enthusiasm.
In France, Change.org, the leader in online petitions, has 97 million users
in 196 countries, while the citizens' lobby Make.org, launched in 2014 by
Deezer's ex-CEO Axel Dauchez, intends to submit proposals to the
government. The Voxe.org start-up deciphers and compares programmes
and current affairs in its newsletter: “What the Voxe”. In the USA, the
Brigade application is a Tinder of public policy, broadcasting proposals
that users can approve or discard with one finger.
The “civic tech” market is currently showing exponential growth, driven by
investors like Richard Branson, Arianna Huffington (the founder of the
Huffington Post) and Bill Gates.
While this market is booming in North America, it is still in its infancy in
Europe, apart from Estonia, a digital nation where Internet access has
been recognized as a fundamental right and where most official
formalities are done online.

Source ©twitter - @EmmanuelMacron
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Business is becoming noble 

While there is increasing mistrust of politicians, individuals are
increasingly turning towards businesses to compensate for the inaction
of governments.
According to a report issued by Influencia, only 24% of the French place
their trust in government to resolve society's problems, and 46% of them
think that businesses are more credible. In the meantime 65% think that
the brands can and must change society. Consumption is a lever of
engagement for this “integr'actor” recalled by Echangeur, more and more
demanding with regard to ethics and the provenance of the products he
consumes. The increasing amount of “bad buzz” on social media reflects
the expectations of consumers, for whom the Corporate Social
Responsibility of a retail chain is becoming a prerequisite for the
commercial offer.
Businesses are thus seeking to alter their role in society. For some of
them the search for meaning is becoming a core concern, as they seek to
engage with their customers and staff.
That is the commitment made by “B Corporation”-certified companies.
This seal of ethical approval is awarded by the NGO B Lab to businesses
meeting 80 of its 200 criteria. In July 2017, 2,221 companies worldwide
were listed in its register, covering a total of 51 countries and 130
business segments. The aim is to evolve capitalism towards “public-
spirited enterprise”. This quality label rewards brands that undertake to
abide by codes of good environmental and social practice, in the interests
of accountability and transparency. “B Corporation” businesses use their
profits to resolve social and environmental problems, a fact much
appreciated by their Millennial generation customers. And yet this label is
not yet legally recognized and remains an honorary certification.

On the other hand, the status of “public benefit corporation” (PBC) or
“benefit corporation” (BC) exists well and truly in North America. In the
United States, 31 out of 50 states allow businesses to register this status,
and more than 4,500 “public benefit” companies have already been listed.
This status appeared in Maryland in 2010 and is defined by legislation
specific to each State. Italy is the second country to have legislated in
this respect (in 2016), in effect creating “Società Benefit”.

PBCs are “businesses with a mission” whose absolute priority is not to
remunerate its shareholders but rather to carry out a social, scientific or
environmental mission, beyond simply maximizing profit.

They fit in with the paradigm of the Millennial generation, which rejects
unrestrained and individualistic capitalism and strives for a “capitalism in
the general interest”.

Source ©Amazon
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Retail extols the common good

At a time when quality is already a prerequisite, the differentiating
factors of a company depend on an innovative customer experience and
the soundness of its engagement with the common good.

In this quest for meaning, certain groups are seeking to create their own
charter and values in order to consolidate their market presence and
enhance their image in the eyes of customers and staff.

Zappos, a company as liberated as it is committed, delights in asserting
that “We are a customer service company that just happens to sell shoes”.

Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla Motors and SpaceX, is undoubtedly one of the
entrepreneurs who most embrace the notion of the common good, or at
least one of the entrepreneurs enjoying the most media coverage. Beyond
promoting sustainable and responsible transport, Musk develops an
engaging ideology of social and environmental progress based on open
innovation.

Faced with this need to position themselves and become more popular,
businesses are turning to “Do Gooding”. By engaging with customers and
staff, this approach is now much more visible.

Starbucks for instance has already had a lot of media coverage about “Do
Gooding” with its “Pay it forward” initiative, consisting in offering the next
customer a fair trade coffee. Just like Airbnb, the retail chain has
embarked on a crusade in favour of the integration of refugees. This
approach, in a sensitive area with regard to Trump's policy, thus ennobles
all transactions and trade with the company by shifting its corporate
mission from that of a small retail business to that of a humanitarian
protagonist. Obviously the risk of “social washing” is not far behind, which
justifies great vigilance in this type of crusade.

Engagement in favour of the common good is not just the preserve of
brands.

Stimulating an innovative economy amounts to giving the young
entrepreneurs the means to succeed. That is the commitment made by
Xavier Niel, who inaugurated the Station F in July 2017: a vast edifice that
can accommodate nearly 3,500 start-uppers, offering advantages and
exemptions to “disadvantaged” start-ups that cannot afford to rent
premises.

Station F sets out to propel French start-ups into the limelight by creating
a hub of innovations capable of competing with Silicon Valley. The idea of
giving anybody the opportunity of succeeding is in line with the Ecole 42,
offering open-source training to the future programmers that France
needs.

Source ©twitter - @BChesky
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Customer, producers, citizens: ALL are committed

The Internet leverages the energy of a civil society in search of meaning
and seeking to reassert the value of its consumption.
Web users are becoming influencers despite themselves. On the English-
speaking and French-speaking web, “bad buzz” has incrEased by 40%
compared with the previous year. Just one scandal can mar a brand
image. The most sensitive issues concern ethnic and sexual
discrimination, as well as harm to animals and nature.
Yves Saint Laurent has among other things sparked off massive
indignation on social media through its advertising campaign showing an
extremely skinny woman in degrading poses. In response to the general
outcry, the advertising regulator finally banned it.
At a time when interactions are increasingly digital and virtual, often
minimal and sporadic engagement proliferates by the sheer force of
numbers. This is the ideal course of action for a generation accustomed
to channel-hopping and doing many things at once. The age of passive
consumption is thus outdated.
Deciphering and tracking emotion, experience and opinions is thus
becoming essential to managing the customer relationship.
Collaborative sites or crowd-funding appeals on social media are a
resounding success, and can include payment for the most innovative
customers or those having the most “likes”. Emotional marketing is taking
off, while a brand like Ikea is redoubling its inventive efforts to boost
complicity with its customers. Among other things it proposes
transforming a rug into a Game Of Thrones disguise or invites its
customers to become a product of their range themselves in a cosplay
competition.

Co-construction becomes an essential line of conduct.
With the “C’est moi qui fabrique” campaign launched in 2016, Nestlé has
opened its factories to journalists and the general public, getting them to
participate in product manufacturing alongside its staff.
Sales of La Marque du Consommateur (consumer's brand) milk cartons
topped 10 million barely 6 months after it was launched in supermarkets.
Mentioned last year by Echangeur as an initiative as virtuous as it is in
step with the new aspirations of the integr'actor, its success, based on
word of mouth and social media, is edifying. Twenty or so of the brand's
products are about to be launched by the end of the year, cashing in
felicitously on the engagement of consumers prepared to protect and
value a struggling farming sector.

Corporate Social Responsibility is becoming central to retail and trade.
While a transactional and business paradigm represents a prerequisite,
that of a mission shared by all is becoming a founding principle for these
new organizations. It justifies more attention being paid to
accountability, irreproachable conduct and interaction with stakeholders.

Source ©Nestlé - ©C_qui_le_patron 
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Staff: the cornerstones of the EDIFICE

In a transparent, decompartmentalized and unified world, generating
engagement initially involves winning over one's staff.

Proud of the company's values, these ambassadors are best placed to
convey a positive image of the brand and create a relationship of trust
with consumers.

According to the Nielsen Institute, 77% of consumers are likely to buy a
product or service recommended to them by a trustworthy person. And
49% of consumers trust the brand's employees.

“Employee advocacy” programmes are developing, using staff as positive
brand ambassadors and naturally aimed at boosting their productivity
(engaged employees are twice as productive as those who are not).

A Gartner survey reveals that content shared by an employee on social
media has 8 times more impact than content published on the retailer's
official web page, which is trusted by only 15% of consumers. A true
source of saving.

To avoid leaks and control these indirect communication tools,
Vodaphone has created the “Go Social” platform for the attention of its
employees, listing all the information they are allowed to share. This helps
reach new audiences, inasmuch as the target audiences of a brand
overlap those of their employees by only 8%.

Aligning the company's values with those of its staff in favour of the
general interest is naturally a prerequisite.

.

Redistributing power and refocusing on the mission and reason for being
of organizations are in this respect becoming a very current corporate
issue.

Tested in the American start-up Zappos and now a global benchmark,
what is also known as “holacracy” is starting to emerge.

In 2017, only a hundred or so organizations have officially adopted so-
called liberated corporate governance to date.

These still much-debated methods promise to liberate the company and
its employees by doing away entirely with bureaucracy. This movement
heralds the end of subordination of people in favour of role-centred
leadership and enrichment of each member of staff, a much more
engaging approach for staff in search of meaning.

Source ©organizationalphysics.com
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QUALITY, experience, the common good: 
the pillars of retail

So the list of retail's terms of reference is getting longer. Quality criteria
are being reinvented. The customer experience is enriching the model.
The common good gives meaning to all the stakeholders. All this creates
engagement.
Measuring engagement is still a thorny question.
At a time when the “Net Promoter Score” (NPS) consists in tracking
customer recommendation rates and makes the measurement of
customer satisfaction (CSAT) obsolete, the “Consumer Effort Score” (CES)
represented a powerful indicator of attachment at the beginning of the
decade. Capable of supplanting other indicators, it stigmatizes the
customer experience era and echoes the Ease paradigm, which now
represents the differentiator, driven by the new market players (GAFA*,
NATU**, etc.).
And yet the NPS has a future, because it also aims to incorporate
demands that are more in tune with the overall mission of the company.

It is still essential to incorporate this type of indicator into much more
all-encompassing and receptive measurement methods in tune with the
Customer's Voice.
Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos, an advocate of NPS and more particularly of
CES, values the notion of “Day One” to qualify the absolute need for agility
and customer empathy. A requirement that justifies the power of
information systems just as much as customer culture to avoid the pitfall
of Day 2.
Day 2 indeed reflects the time-consuming and destructive nature of
processes and conformity, at a time when the customer is entitled to
expect fluidity in a resolutely ambient and engaging retail industry.

This principle of customer efficiency and profitability of processes now
imposes its standards. It remains to be seen whether that will suffice to
re-enchant the customer.
As Danone Wave CEO Lorna Davis says, “In ten years people will say it is
inconceivable that business was done any other way. The notion that a
company can only care about profit will be seen as old-fashioned and
irresponsible”.
So one revolution can conceal another…

.

Source ©Harvard Business Review (2010)

*Google, Amazon, Facebook, Alibaba  - **Netflix, Airbnb, Tesla, Uber

Source ©Amazon
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The levers of CUSTOMER engagement

Quality
On increasingly widespread markets, one can still avoid the price logic by working on the
components of products and the service contract (extended product range, returns free of
charge, user options, etc.), on careful and ethical production (handmade, respecting producers,
local production, zero tests on animals, etc.) but also on the ability of the offer to surpass
commonplaces by extending the product range and offering a multitude of services
(partnerships with other brands, product customization, extended warranty, subscription
models, dematerialization, etc.).

The Customer Experience - UX
This presupposes Ease (one-click purchases, GPS tracking of deliveries, disappearance of
checkouts in favour of instant payment, delivery within half an hour, etc.) The customer
experience is becoming personalized and re-enchanted thanks to the performance of posture
and the relational environment. (invitation to co-design the product, test car prototypes,
thoughtfulness during life events, interesting editorial content, greeting visitors when they enter
the store, personalized advice, etc.).

The Common Good
This is about promoting an ideology of progress wherever innovations boost mankind's potential for self-
fulfilment, with the aim of offering new opportunities for development (Open Source, the circular
economy, the peer-to-peer economy, short distribution channels, dematerialization, anti-waste
campaigns, etc.) Through proactive and efficient Corporate Social Responsibility much more closely
associated with its mission, the retail chain assumes responsibility for its acts and limits its negative
external effects by attending to the well-being of customers, its staff and society on a wider scale
(integration of migrants, initiatives in favour of animal welfare, etc.)

.
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The levers of staff engagement

Recognition
In a context where objectives are constantly revised, the challenge therefore is no longer to
“incentivize” in order to achieve an objective but rather to inspire confidence so that each
member of staff can act individually and make the best possible decision in a changing context.
The company expects ever more flexibility on the part of its teams. If it wants to secure their
loyalty and commitment, it has to create a working environment that offers frequent signs of
recognition, the reinsurance that everyone is competent and capable of succeeding. Otherwise
it runs the risk of seeing its staff retreat into attitudes of resistance to change and
conservatism vis-à-vis a “command & control” management

The Staff Experience - EX
Like what everyone experiences as customers or citizens, members of staff expect their
experience in the workplace to be enriched by new technologies (access on the move to
information on their role in the company, user-friendly interfaces to interact with colleagues
and support functions: holidays, training, travel, etc.). Members of staff also expect to be much
more involved in designing their career path and experience in the company; to achieve that a
Design Thinking approach can be considered.

The Common Good
The collective interest supported by the brand and the company must be aligned with the
interests of customers.
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A combination of 3 factors, quality, the customer experience and the common good,
generates sound and sustainable engagement of the customers and staff of a brand.Source ©Echangeur
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Customer engagement   / FOCUS
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The customer is served by a
relationer, a single contact that
accompanies him throughout his path
to purchase and can even visit the
customer's home to diagnose the
home. He monitors the project and
stays in contact with the customer
throughout the home project, beyond
the store visit.

The Leroy Merlin Foundation has
supported the elderly or disabled since
2006, providing them with a budget and
Leroy Merlin staff to refurbish their
homes and make them more accessible.

.

Loyal customers selected by staff
among customers who visit the store
most often. The loyalty card confers on
customers the status of member and
offers a range of differentiated
services matching their needs at
different moments of their lives.

The Assises de l’habitat are also an
opportunity for Leroy Merlin to bring
researchers and professionals together
with a view to improving housing
conditions and adapting them to social
and digital advances.

Guarantor of quality housing
French specialist in home and lifestyle
improvements, Leroy Merlin has set itself the goal of
being in direct contact with occupiers and partnering
them at each moment of life. “Our aim is to help each
inhabitant have their dream home”.
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Staff engagement       / FOCUS
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SES: Staff effort score. Done
through quarterly surveys followed by
corrective measures to improve the
well-being of employees.

“Symmetry of attentions”:
The member of staff is involved in the
use of the product and benefits from
advantages to test products in advance
outside the work context.

Crowd-sourcing platform Invent
tomorrow:
Staff are involved in designing the
service proposal, and participate along
with the central buying office to
conceive new products.

The staff are also at the heart of the
Foundation, proposing projects to
sponsor, and are directly involved with
inhabitants in carrying out and
supervising the alterations.

“Customer happiness” presupposes 
“staff happiness”. 
Maria Flament
Médiaframa director, pioneer of the 
Customer's Voice at ADEO/Leroy Merlin
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Customer engagement                  / FOCUS
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The Amazon ecosystem
Alexa is Ease taken to extremes.
Products, information and services are
accessible no longer just with one click
but also by voice command, to
minimize the customer's efforts in a
seamless experience.

Prime interoperability and
strategy
A wide variety of product references
and the option of purchasing anything
through Amazon (Amazon Fresh,
Amazon Dash Button). Operational
excellence through Amazon Prime.

Philanthropy
In June 2017, Jeff Bezos wrote a tweet asking
web users to give him ideas for philanthropic
investments. So far, Amazon's approach to CSR
has consisted in promoting access to culture
(Bibliothèques sans Frontières) and services
(Amazon Web Services). Amazon thus sees its
mission as providing the greatest number with a
logistical tool facilitating access to goods and
services.

Access accelerator
Unassailable logistician of e-commerce guided by an
obsession with the customer, Amazon has been
innovating continuously for 20 years to be in a
position to offer a solution to all consumers' needs.

Culture for everyone

#ISC17ECH
@Echangeur
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A personified, demanding and federative
corporate culture.
Leadership principles are present in all the
company's processes and are the key to Amazon's
operational efficiency.
This great coherence is a powerful lever for staff
engagement.

Peer-to-peer personal development:
The staff are encouraged to share their knowledge
and most of Amazon's training programmes are
designed and run by front-line staff.
They can be informal, such as “Brown bag
meetings” where everyone brings their lunch box to
share lunch around the person who is sharing his
expertise.

An inspiring motto, a promise
kept.
While the level of involvement is well
above that of other businesses and
seriously questions the work/life
balance, Amazon's driver of
engagement lies in the fact of being
pioneers and helping change the
world…

Amazon's strength is based on its 
culture of precision
Diane Rivière
Founding Chairwoman, EDGE Advisor
Ex HRD, Amazon France
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Involving customers in the value creation
chain
Made in France Tour: customers can participate in
plant tours and learn about the values of suppliers.
The value of local know-how and ethical
production.
Helping potential customers meet loyal customers
to test products at home (encourages social
cohesion).

In tune with local life
A guarantee of quality, transparency of suppliers,
their charter and their production methods.
Purchase based on local consumption: innovation
explaining the place of production to help
customers spend locally.

Certified and asserted values
B Corp Certification
Promotion of Made in France with 76% of products
Made in France and 90% in Europe. Promotion of
short distribution channels and the creation of
local ecosystems.
Promoting social inclusion by working with
sheltered workshops.
An eco-friendly approach is an imperative in the
choice of its suppliers: circular economy, wood
sourced from sustainably managed forests,
healthy and non-toxic materials, etc.

Embarking its entire ecosystem 
in its project

While one may think that the leading furniture mail
order company is lagging behind the pure players of
e-commerce, Camif is reinventing its model around a
resolutely transparent and committed approach. The
retailer's entire ecosystem revolves around an eco-
friendly and refreshing project.

#ISC17ECH
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Banking on freedom and responsibility:
The Netflix model is based on demanding
recruitment guaranteeing high performance and the
agility to make the right decisions in an extremely
changing environment.
The management model is based on confidence and
transparency.

Coherence between exacting standards and
remuneration:
Netflix has clearly opted to pay its staff a higher-than-
average basic salary.
They can then decide whether they want their salary to be
converted into company stock or stock options. Netflix
does not just reward past performance or effort but also
potential in relation to market value.

Growth for everyone and high employability:
The staff develop in contact with their colleagues
and because the challenges are more and more
interesting. Such stimulation and our reputation are
the most effective way of furthering their
employability.

Banking on the essentials
The leader in VOD (video on demand), Netflix is no
doubt the most advanced player in Silicon Valley in
terms of staff engagement. Its strategy consists in
hiring “responsible adults” to serve a corporate
culture that is both engaging and empowering.

(see PowerPoint extract drafted by ex-HRD Patty McCord)
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Waves and groundswell

Source ©Echangeur
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For engaged retail!

Recent centuries have see commerce evolve along with changes in
society, its organizations and new technologies. The waves of creative
destructions described by economist Schumpeter have punctuated recent
decades, successively evolving the role of commerce.
Constructed on a logistical function, commerce has steadily applied itself
to developing an increasingly refined offering. Driven by digital
technology and a society increasingly involved in its consumption,
experience is becoming simpler and richer, gradually supplanting the
transaction as the high point. Another relationship is emerging between a
brand and its customers, at a time when there are more and more points
of contact on a daily basis.
Faced with the advent of this ever present ambient retail, the question of
meaning is posed.
What is the vocation of Distribution when the delivery of the Offer and its
variety becomes a prerequisite?
What is the role of Commerce when the transaction no longer paces
exchanges?
What is the responsibility of brands when civil society aspires to a more
virtuous form of consumption?
At the heart of an environment in turmoil, or even breaking away, a
groundswell invites Commerce to assume new missions by engaging it to
embody an ideology of progress for the common good. Albeit initiated by
a few pioneers, and often followed by the lawmaker, this turning point is
not insignificant.

Engagement has its demands. It invites one to assume positions by
deploying them on all the fronts.

It is a matter of loyalty and involves brands in crusades no longer carried
out for profit but for what they believe to be good for our present and
future environment.

It is a matter of ethics and value, when the pace of innovations and
practices is faster than the capacity to regulate. It demands courage,
above all when it is a matter of prioritizing the notion of collective
progress at the expense of profit, or of taking a stand when opinions are
divided.

It is no longer a question of easing one's conscience with paradigms of
confidential philanthropy and CSR dissociated form the core activity. It is
now a matter of accountability and integration of good intentions into the
terms of reference of businesses. CSR approaches and Foundations are
thus led to be an integral part of a business's strategy, its offering and
ultimately its customer relations.

Raised to the highest level of the company, the milestones of such
engagement will only have an impact if they are supported by all the staff.
Conveyed by intelligible values, an asserted strategy and a coherent
offering, engagement offers staff a true reason for being, thereby
propagating energies and recommendation around a community-focused
approach.

A force for all retailers at a time when all the protagonists are in search of
meaning and restored prestige.
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A DATABASE OF 350 INNOVATIVE SERVICES 

For 5 years now and since the very first Innovate Service Centric, all year long Echangeur by BNP Paribas Personal Finance keeps watch
and selects the most innovative services and deciphers and shares them so that you can draw inspiration from them.

WHAT?

The aim is to build up and enrich a database of innovative service cases to
nurture reflection, suggest forms of innovation and conceive relevant
solutions meeting consumers' demands. To date, this database includes
more than three hundred and fifty services inspired by what has been
developed and noticed worldwide, which illustrate each stage of the path to
purchase.

WHY?

While the global economy is still under threat of an economic crisis, these
last few years have been marked by the explosion of the Internet, new
technologies but also the Sharing Economy. In effect, competition between
economic agents has mainly been focused on “Price”. But they cannot all
be the cheapest!

So retail chains have to invest in the customer relationship, in order to
come out on top and engage with their consumers over the long term,
thanks to a broad policy of services.

WHO?

Subject to conditions, the service database is available to brands and retail
chains in Echangeur's showroom in Levallois-Perret or can be made
available locally. In either case, we make selections of services that best
match your line of business.

HOW?

There are many sources for the database: Retail and Customer Relations
trade shows, conferences, exchanges of information with technological
partners, visits to experience the latest concepts in open retail outlets, and
obviously discussions with Echangeur's partner retail chains.

USE?

Each service is categorized according to Echangeur's analytical matrixes,
in particular the 7 drivers of consumption: CONNECTION, EXPERIENCE,
EASE, FORETHOUGHT, ACHIEVEMENT, SOCIALIZATION and
ENHANCEMENT, which to be more effective must be compared with the 11
strategic targets matrix. These two tools are explained in detail in
Handbook #5 - Innovate Service Centric 2017
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To study the 11 areas of focus 

Every year for five years the Innovate Service Centric
conference has been an opportunity to freeze the
database of services and make time to examine one
year of changes in services and innovations.

As in previous years, delivery is by far the stage of the
path to purchase that retailers have worked on most,
at least in terms of quantity. Turning employees into
delivery men, initial flights of drones or express
delivery in under an hour… there are more and more
initiatives ... in every which way. While the Ease
market driver features prominently, Experience is not
far behind either. This year it benefits from the
explosion of augmented reality and virtual reality
technologies, quite often used to create pleasure and
to surprise, by banking on gamification. Other
moments of the path to purchase have been worked
on too, but historically in a more disorganized manner.

All these services are avenues worth exploring for
economic agents. So by comparing the year's
innovations with consumers' expectations, for this
fifth edition of Innovate Service Centric, Echangeur
has opted to focus on eleven areas for conceiving the
Customer Relationship of tomorrow.

| 1 DIALOGUE 

| 2 SURPRISE

| 3 IMMERSE

| 4 HELP CHOOSE

| 5 HAVE TESTED

| 6 PERSONALIZE

| 7 SELL FAIRLY

| 8 CUT OUT WAITING TIME

| 9 DELIVER

| 10 GO BEYOND USAGE

| 11 DAILY COACHING

#ISC17ECH
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AND INVENT THE CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP OF TOMORROW

The eleven identified areas of focus are found all along the customer's
path to purchase. Each one in its own way works to turn a “potential
customer” into a “brand ambassador”.

Everything begins when the person still has no plans to purchase. The
retailer is part of this consumer's everyday life to DIALOGUE with him,
without necessarily trying to sell him a service or goods.

Then comes the moment of desire. To awaken this need, the retailer will
initially SURPRISE the consumer in his home, in the street or even at the
point of sale, then IMMERSE him in its universe.

But the consumer still has to move on from a vague idea to a concrete 
product or project. How? Thanks to the retailer, who will start by HELPING 
CHOOSE then TEST the product. A touch of PERSONALIZING could finally 
convince the customer of his purchase. But a word of warning; in a 
strained economic environment, the brand must SELL FAIRLY, at the right 
price for both parties without promising too much. 

The customer then finalizes his purchase and the retailer CUTS OUT 
WAITING TIME and DELIVERS promptly. 

Then the retailer must maintain the relationship and force the issue to GO 
BEYOND USAGE and create emotion with the customer. DAILY COACHING 
will help engage the latter over the long term by getting him to be an 
ambassador of the brand.

7

DIALOGUE surprise

immerse Help choose Have tested

Sell fairly Eliminate the wait

Deliver GO BEYOND USAGE DAILY COACHING

personalize
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11 AREAS OF FOCUS

1 / DIALOGUE Market driver
/ CONNECTION

2



1.1 / The avenues to explore for “DIALOGUE”

This year again, instant messaging apps are much talked about. The current
craze is conversational commerce! Setting up a chatbot seems to have
become a prerequisite for retail chains wanting to interact with their
customers. This is logical, as the relationship has entered the era of
ubiquity, of ambient retail. But just like mobile apps, which incidentally are
still in limited use, it is still the customer who initiates the conversation. This
assumes that he already has a plan, a desire. This is clearly the time to HELP
CHOOSE.

Why not reverse this logic and see to it that the retailer initiates the
conversation? Not necessarily to sell in the short term, but to be close at
hand, to maintain relations… just to DIALOGUE.

BE VISIBLE IN THE HOME

The home! That is where brands and retailers in all business segments are
now trying to win customers over. By being in the home they make sure they
catch the customer's attention, over a given period of time… subject to their
proposition being relevant and the Experience appealing.

A detour to some Dutch homes confirms this. Last year, McDonald’s
launched a connected set of tablemats in its restaurants in the Netherlands.
When the consumer places his smartphone on the tablemat with Bluetooth
activated, it turns into a mixing desk. This gives everyone in the restaurant
the opportunity to become a DJ. Therefore the customer stays longer and
thus consumes and spends more. But the best thing about this is that the

consumer can take the tablemat home with him and can use it again and
again. This advanced digital goodie gets lots of publicity for the fast food
chain on social media but also in the real world, ensuring brand awareness
in the minds of consumers.

When one thinks of mobile apps and their recurrent problem of needing to be
downloaded, why not use gamification to engage with the consumer on a
daily basis? Burger King has taken this on board this with its “Fast Pass”
game. Its aim is to defend one's menu against giant hands trying to grab it
for two minutes. It the customer wins, he can leave the queue and go
straight to the counter to order. By gamifying the application, the retailer can
get the whole queue to download it; and in so doing it can retrieve valuable
customer data. The icing on the cake: the application is on the consumer's
mobile and he can play the game on the bus or metro.

GAMIFY THE CONTACT

In Spain, Burger King goes even further and now offers you the option of
linking its account with your PlayStation. If a player is stuck in the game, he
can call one of the new professional players, who can then help him by
logging on to the network. The order can be taken at any point of the
Connection. Behind this example there is naturally the role of the sales
force. What can a salesman contribute in this age of the Internet and social
media? His expertise, whims, imagination! It's up to the brands to create its
moments of complicity with the customer. So why use professional players
rather than its own gaming employees?
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SLEEP SOUNDLY, A FISHERMAN WILL 
WAKE YOU UP AT FISHERMAN'S

Do you have an important appointment tomorrow morning and are worried
that your alarm clock won't work? To be sure of waking up on time, you don't
need to buy a spare alarm clock. Just make an appointment with a
fisherman. He will wake you up gently at the desired time. Don't worry, he'll
stay on the line until he is sure that you have got up. Another advantage; in
the fresh air on the deck of his boat, he can for instance advise you on what
to wear according to the weather on the day. You can also customize his call
by stating the reason for your wake-up call.

1.2 / The avenues to explore for “DIALOGUE”

Another example, the American brand Oreo. It offers friends a simple
betting game in which they have to break their biscuit in two. The loser
must contact the hot line, which gives him a forfeit. In concrete terms, the
brand is present and active, wherever and whenever its product is
consumed.

There are many points of contact, often unsuspected, like professional e-
mail clients. The Qantas airline helps its passengers animate and
customize their out-of-office message by publishing their holiday photos.

BEING INTIMATE

Rather than seeking an immediate sale, the aim is to be visible at all
micro-moments of the consumer's life. And that is how DIALOGUE creates
an initial connection between the consumer and the brand. A good way of
differentiating oneself from Amazon! Indeed, who associates the word
pleasure with Amazon? Who shares a selfie of their experience with
Amazon on social media?

So brands need to penetrate the intimacy and daily life of consumers.
Worried about not waking up in time? Ask … a fisherman to help you.
Without seeking to sell then deliver fish, a relationship will form as the
mornings go by…

Therefore DIALOGUE is never far from SURPRISE and IMMERSE. Through
these two areas of focus brands can kindle the desire to go further with
them.

Source: ©Fisherman Japan 
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1.3 / Our top choices for “DIALOGUE”

RED BULL
You're worried that you'll arrive late at
the festival organized by the brand in
Brazil. Problem: you don't have you
mobile on you so you cannot find out
the times of the next buses. In a
telephone booth, dial the toll-free
number to reassure yourself.

OREO
You separate two parts of the biscuit to
eat the cream first? In Israel, play with a
friend to separate the biscuit in two.
The player to gets the cream wins,
whilst the loser has to contact a
dedicated hotline that will give him a
forfeit.

TOYOTA
You are listening to your favourite
tracks while driving. If the car behaves
abnormally, the manufacturer's English
application immediately warns you by
replacing your Spotify playlist with your
parents' playlist!

BURGER KING
A lover of video games, you cannot stop
a game in progress… even if gnawed by
hunger! In Spain, a member of the fast
food chain's staff will infiltrate your
PlayStation game and take your order
while you continue playing.

MCDONALD’S
In the Netherlands, become a DJ while
you have lunch. With your mobile, you
will create and produce your own
music. Just place your telephone on the
placemat with Bluetooth on. An
experience you can prolong at home.

BJÖRN BORG
You are young, urban and a skilful video
gamer; in short, the core market of the
Swedish underwear brand. It challenges
your avatar to save mankind by shooting
at zombies with a kiss gun, simply
wearing underwear.
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2.1 / The avenues to explore for “SURPRISE”

In a commerce that has become ambient, it is essential to DIALOGUE with
the consumer to be present in his daily life and maintain the relationship.
But objectively that obviously does not suffice to boost sales and thus value
for the company. The retailer must try and SURPRISE its customer to break
his routine and awaken a project or desire in his mind.

ANTICIPATE

The initiative of Cyrillus, the French ready-to-wear retailer, perfectly
illustrates this need. Before sending the customer a paper catalogue, it
prints the customer's first name on the cover. The aim is simple: catch the
consumer's eye so that he does not automatically throw the catalogue away.
Intrigued, he then is surprised to discover in the inside pages a selection of
customized and personalized clothes matching his profile and previous
purchases. In this case, use of the Enhancement driver works perfectly to
cause a surprise.

Again using this market driver, the Nestlé's Japanese campaign “Kit
Mail Hologram” also aims to astonish the customer. In both these cases, the
brand approaches its customer by sending a document creating an original
and novel Experience to his home. The desired effect is not to trigger an
impulse purchase. In this respect this is far removed from sending a
promotional offer by e-mail or SMS, a much-used technique in conventional
loyalty programmes. In response to all the junk mail in our letterboxes and
e-mail inboxes, how many messages does the recipient, even a loyal
customer, immediately delete without reading them?

BREAKING THE ROUTINE

As a result, one has to try and achieve an indirect impact. One has to
provoke the customer, try and break his daily routine. That is exactly what
the Kemet radio station does by broadcasting cultural, sports, practical or
cookery programmes in the Cairo metro. Passengers using public transport
are invited to stop, take a break and enjoy the instant to (re)discover their
roots.

Wherever its consumer is, the brand must constantly try and remove his
blinkers to catch his attention. That is precisely the function of the giant
sculptures installed by Lego in its shop windows. Copenhagen, New York,
London or Berlin… while each store has its own frescoes and constructions,
they all seek to catch the attention of customers walking along the street
and get them to stop and look. A strategy for boosting footfall adapted
directly from that of department stores with their Christmas shop
storefronts.

Confirming the benefits of SURPRISING the customer, many of the latest
concept and flagship stores feature robots in their storefronts (Best Buy in
New York , Asics in London, MediaMarkt in Barcelona) or animated devices
(Sensee in Paris, Uniqlo in London).
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WIN GIFTS BY PLAYING WITH THE GALERIA 
KAUFHOF WINDOW DISPLAY

As every year at Christmas, family tradition obliges, you come and dream
with wonder in front of window displays installed for the occasion by the
German department store. However this year a novelty awaits you in
Frankfurt! You children will be able to play with the window display. It has
been totally digitalized to create an interactive game. Your children will have
to move an airship in the window display using touch buttons that can move
it to the rightwards or leftwards. The aim is to reach the end of the course
while avoiding all the traps. When they reach the end they win a gift that
they can collect inside the store.

2.2 / THE AVENUES TO EXPLORE FOR “SURPRISE”

SETTING UP IN THE CITY

Thus we understand that the brand has to provoke and intrigue by going
to unexpected places. In the customer's home, in store, at the office or
even in the street. For instance, who could have thought that one can take
one's temperature from a hoarding? Who could have imagined climbing
the same medium? How could one imagine that the financial subsidiary of
car manufacturer Hyundai is behind several living spaces in Seoul? The
latest one is devoted to cooking. Reserved for finance cardholders, it aims
to grant them access to an attractive lifestyle in order to create an
emotional bond.

We find this service-centric paradigm at Idea Bank. Just like its English
sister company Virgin Money, the Polish bank was born on the web then
opened branches, jumping on the Socialization and Forethought
bandwagon. This year it approached its professional clientele, opening a
branch in a train wagon. During the trip, the bank's customer has a lounge
where he can work, rest or meet other people. What better way to create
attachment.

In any case, this is indeed about emotion. While all department stores try
to outdo one another in originality at Christmas time to create the best
window displays, nothing can replace a child's smile. By proposing an
interactive game in its window display, the German chain gains an
audience and creates heavy customer footfall. The children play, watched
by their parents. However there is still one challenge: getting customers
to enter the department store. To that end it leverages the IMMERSE
trend.

Source: ©Galeria Kaufhof 
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2.3 / Our top choices for “SURPRISE”

KEMET
The nine-to-five routine. Why not break
your daily routine for ten minutes while
waiting on the metro platform? Prick up
your ears and rediscover Egyptian
culture while listening to cooking,
cultural and other programmes on the
radio.

Burger King
Christmas is just over and you don't
know what to do with this strange gift.
Go into London's city centre and swap it
for your favourite burger. Passed on to
people in difficulty, maybe it will make
some happy this time.

THERAFLU 
You have been feeling a flu coming on
for a few days. Don't worry, you can go
and consult a hoarding in a street in
Warsaw. Its thermal imaging camera
scans you and if it detects a high
temperature it tells you to go and see a
doctor.

NESCAFÉ
You have just ordered a cup of coffee at
the Harajaku outlet in Tokyo. While your
drink is being prepared, find time to
listen to the piece of music played by
the music system three metres tall in
the form of a cup.

NESTLÉ
Your grandson is taking his exams. To
boost his morale, send him a box of
KitKat. And another sweetener is that
he will be able to enjoy the latest clip of
his favourite group in the form of a
hologram by placing a plastic cone over
his smartphone.

CARLSBERG
In your favourite bar, win a beer by
posting a selfie on Instagram, which will
appear on the bar's screen converted
into a slot machine. Whenever a beer is
drawn, the participants' faces turn. If
yours line up… you have won!
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3.1 / THE AVENUES TO EXPLORE FOR “IMMERSE”

When the consumer has been lured, his desire is awoken with SURPRISE, it's
time to strike and turn him into a potential buyer! What better than to use a
bricks-and-mortar store to pull off this challenge. One can but note that
many retail chains have made this choice, the direct consequence of which
is the increasingly rapid disappearance of the pure players. In effect, the
year started with the opening of Amazon Go in Seattle, but has mainly been
marked by the takeover of Whole Foods Market by the American giant and
Alibaba's announcements in China and its ongoing merger with, in the first
instance, one million Mom-and-pop convenience stores. The fact is that the
future of the bricks-and-mortar store is by no means under threat! But it has
to evolve. This is clearly demonstrated by the desertification of shopping
centres. The challenge thus posed by the IMMERSE trend is to get
customers to live a novel Experience by finding a way of getting them to
(re)enter the retail outlet.

GEOLOCATE

To induce them to enter, geofencing technologies have been increasingly
used recently, all using Enhancement. But very few initiatives have been
rolled out yet on a large scale. This is more particularly the case for the
beacon, despite a launch with much fanfare. An the exception confirms the
rule, the best practice is still the one proposed by Apple in its bricks-and-
mortar stores. Geolocated in the vicinity of the store, the customer receives
a notification on his smartphone inviting him to come into the store. When
he reaches the store entrance, the home screen of the “Apple Store”
application changes to allow him to buy items in the accessories section

directly with his smartphone, without him needing to ask the sales staff for
assistance. But the customer still has to have downloaded the application,
activated his Bluetooth, wants to buy an accessory and above all knows
about this possibility! Clearly there are far too many limitations for this to
become widespread.

REWARD ENTRY

Other retail chains have opted to reward the customer when he enters the
store, by exploiting the Achievement market driver. In the United States, the
Shopkick application has more than two hundred and fifty thousand partner
points of sale to date. The customer earns points when he enters, by
scanning items or consulting product catalogues. One can quickly earn
enough points to trade them in for gift cards. However, the method can soon
become expensive and even distort footfall statistics.

PLAY AND GET PEOPLE IN

And what if the best way of generating footfall in a store was still a game? In
South Korea, The North Face parkas have become a must-have. Young
people identify each model with a typical profile. For each launch, the
American brand goes viral by opening a pop-up store. To get the customer
to come and see the latest model, the brand suggests that he come and win
it. Firmly holding on to a zip line, he must get across a target on his path…
enough to get his pulse racing!
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3.2 / THE AVENUES TO EXPLORE FOR “IMMERSE”

Broadly speaking, gamification is still the best vector for getting the
customer to return to the point of sale. To help a customer who has a
bridging loan sell his property, Dutch bank ABN AMRO has set up an
original system. Sitting in a small truck, the visitor views the property on a
roller coaster circuit. A way of creating “word of mouth” and enhancing
property viewings.

GET CUSTOMERS (BACK) IN

The Experience driver is in effect the one most likely to create a difference
and make consumers want to frequent the retail outlet. That is the case
for instance of the Japanese video arcade The 3rd Planet. It revives the
genre by offering numerous games in virtual and augmented reality. The
player can for instance take part in a dodgeball tournament in mixed
reality. Aim: shoot virtual fireballs at the real opposing team; the
computer counts the points.

The cloud of tequila, created in Berlin by the Mexican tourism board, is
also an example of the IMMERSE driver. By breaking consumers' routine
through a technological feat, it takes them on a journey and immerses
them in the brand's world. Although there is no way of knowing how many
visitors will actually buy an air ticket to visit Mexico, no doubt that they
will all share this unique experience with their friends and family (word of
mouth), which is cheaper than a viral marketing campaign. So we now
need to prepare the next stage: HELP CHOOSE.

LEAVE YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE BY DRINKING 
THE MEXICAN TOURISM BOARD'S CLOUD

With Berlin in the grip of winter, you miss the sun, heat and idle life. The
Mexican tourism board offers you a way of dispelling the ambient gloom and
greyness by getting rid of its prime cause: clouds! The method is simple.
Move your glass into the cloud in the bar. Its droplets will condense and fill
it… with tequila! A way of transporting you for an evening to the summit of a
Maya temple or a sunny beach on the Caribbean coast. It's up to you to
prolong this experience, for real this time, by booking an air ticket as soon as
possible.

Source: ©Visitmex
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3.3 / Our top choices for “IMMERSE”

MALL PLOVDIV
You are strolling through the Bulgarian
shopping mall and hear a phone
ringing. Don't wait, rush to answer it.
Then you have fifteen minutes to
choose an item in one of the stores,
which you can get for free.

SODIMAC
Your children are always unruly in the
car? At the tollgate, collect a virtual
reality headset and give it to them.
Throughout the journey, the billboards
are replaced with products in the
Peruvian retail chain's latest catalogue.

U
Is supermarket shopping a chore? In
France, try this store, which animates
the items in your trolley. You have
chosen some yoghurt? A cow appears
in your trolley, and your apples become
a tree.

THE NORTH FACE
When about to buy a new parka, don't
forget your courage! The sales staff
may challenge you. Holding on to the
zip line, leap into space and cross the
target on your course. If you succeed,
the parka is yours for free!

STARBUCKS
For you, all stores are the same. Why
not try the latest chain of cafés? See
you in Kyoto, in a traditional Japanese
home. To enjoy your drink, make
yourself comfortable in one of the
traditional tatamis.

PEAK PERFORMANCE
You love walking in the middle of
nowhere? With the Swedish brand you
can discover new circuits. Choose one of
the outings on offer and set off. When
you reach your destination, switch on
your mobile and choose a gift fro the
range.
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4.1 / THE AVENUES TO EXPLORE FOR “HELP CHOOSE”

How to HELP CHOOSE and help decision-making when there are more and
more offers in ever more channels? One solution is found in retail display
spaces, which urgently need to be clarified or simplified. At Planet Organic,
customers do not need to use their mobile to scan a barcode on an item to
find out whether it matches their diet. The colour codes on the label provide
the answer. In the Lush store, the signage induces good spirits and
simplifies the experience; the composition of products, new products or the
location of the checkouts, everything is clearly indicated.

By designing a fluid and personalized path to purchase that greatly
simplifies consumers' decisions, the brand reduces the risk of them
constantly comparing its prices with those of its competitors.

ASK FOR HELP

Chatbots are definitely the tools of an ambient retail in which Connection
prevails and helps consumers choose. It is not about restricting their
possibilities or decision-making power, but rather about extending them!
The latest to appear is the Carrefour chatbot for its wine promotions. Here
the retailer engages with the consumer through very simple questions.
Interacting with open-ended questions, as many chatbots do, is
complicated. In this case all the questions will quickly lead to an offer of five
or six different wines. The customer only needs to select the one(s) he wants
to buy, online or in store, where he can taste them to reassure himself. Other
bots see the light only during crucial periods for consumers, like Christmas
time. Everyone wants to find the most suitable presents for their family and

friends. That is what Décathlon has chosen to do, with an animated chatbot
showing short humorous films of products in real-world contexts to help
customers choose the best present! “Virtual Stylist”, launched by Levi’s in
the United States, is one of these second-generation chatbots that does not
simply chat (answering a few basic questions asked by the customer) but
becomes a veritable sales channel, learning from each question and arguing
persuasively to get the customer to purchase.

HELP TO DO ON ONE'S OWN

In response to changing consumer habits (ROPO, showrooming, etc.), the
brand can now equip its customer to guide his choices are calmly as
possible, wherever he may be (et the office, on the move or at home). The
customer can indeed narrow down his choice on his own.

Augmented or virtual reality technologies will quickly accelerate this helping
to choose. With the American application Zeekit, customers can visualize at
a glance how tens of garments look, not on a model but on themselves. A
way of filtering and quickly choose products that interest them the most.
With the development kits provided by Google and Apple, the
democratization of augmented and virtual reality is underway. Tomorrow,
with just a photo, consumers will be able to find out exactly how many pots
of paint they need to renovate their bathroom.
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4.2 / THE AVENUES TO EXPLORE FOR “HELP CHOOSE”

Become a wine expert with Carrefour's 
chatbot

During Carrefour's wine promotion, you are tempted to buy one or two
good bottles. But it's not easy to make sense of all the wines in offer if
you're not a confirmed wine expert. This year, why not get some advice
from a chatbot? Type of wine, price bracket or tasting opportunity… the
virtual assistant qualifies and narrows down your request then suggests a
selection of bottles that meet your requirements. Redirected to the web
site or sales outlets of the French food retailer, all you've got to do now is
buy them, open them and impress your friends.

Source: ©Carrefour

Similarly, you can visually insert all the furniture you like in your living
room and thereby simulate several offers. A way of easily preparing wish
lists, which you can take with you to the store to confirm your choice of
textures, colours, quality or comfort and make your final choice.

APPEAL TO THE COMMUNITY

Be it physical or digital, the community of consumers counts more and
more in HELPING TO CHOOSE. The fact is that the opinion of peers is
often more reassuring than that of sales staff, whose role will have to
evolve. That said, there's nothing really new. After all, the French film
news site AlloCiné has built its success on a combination of experts'
reviews and opinions of film-goers. “Made x Unboxed” or AskAnna at
Gémo et Jennifer take up these codes, combining fashion and decoration
professionals with peer opinions. Even a neo-bank like Fidor has built its
success on advice, going as far as offering a savings account with a rate
of interest that varies according to trends on social media. The more the
customer's friends like the bank's page, the more the interest rate falls.
Another way of SELLING FAIRLY.

Nonetheless, the fact remains that these communities are still hardly
noticeable in stores. Showing them off (in-store Socialization) may prove
key for the HELP CHOOSE, HAVE TESTED but also PERSONALIZE market
drivers. That is the price for making the customer go beyond the sole
criterion of price and relate to a product, its use and history.
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4.3 / Our top choices for “HELP CHOOSE”

Carrefour

PLANET ORGANIC
In London, you don't need an
application to find out what products
match your diet. Just look at the label
and without fail you'll find items that
match your tastes and diet.

JENNIFER 
You're not sure whether or not to buy
this dress… ask the AskAnna
community for their opinion and benefit
from the advice of a community of
fashion lovers. At home or in the fitting
room, the application responds in under
five minutes.

ZEEKIT
While shopping, you are tempted by a
product but changing your habits… is
too risky. In France, you can read
opinions of customers who have bought
and tried the product directly in the
food retailer's aisles.

BIEN ICI
You are moving to a town you don't
know. To choose your future
accommodation advisedly, view the
advertisements for properties, which
situate them in their immediate
environment: doctors, metro, schools or
even restaurants.

MADE.COM
Lacking inspiration to decorate your
living room? And what if your neighbour
were very interested in interior
decoration? To find out, log on to the
Made x Unboxed platform and view the
interiors of other customers before
contacting them.

The Israeli application ZEEKIT lets you
try on pullovers, trousers and other
fashion accessories virtually. Just take
a selfie with your mobile. Then just view
the clothes your silhouette is wearing.
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5.1 / The avenues to explore for “HAVE TESTED”

When customers have made their selection of products, the retailer only
needs to reassure them and confirm their choices. How? By suggesting that
they come and test them. This is an area that is being developed a bit more
every year, in all sectors of retail. In the United States, the consumer
electronics store B&H suggests that a customer who is hesitating between
two or three models of camera gets the feel of them, even if that means
getting them out of the storeroom and unpacking them. Between
Forethought and Achievement, the HAVE TESTED market drive minimizes
the risk of dissatisfaction on both sides.

Opening a pop-up store can at times be an example of this. How to sell a
product like Google Home when it costs $129 and no one knows it? By
opening a store in New York. This is also an excellent way for a brand of
reliably estimating its potential market. Customer returns can also be used
to adapt the offer and the marketing plan on a large scale.

SCRIPT THE USE

From the sports sector to household goods, stores can now offer customers
the option of projecting themselves into their daily life. After the
conspicuous opening of Pirch in New York, the French retail chain Boulanger
is deploying its “Le Comptoir” concept. A store where the entire offer is put
into a home context. Just like DIALOGUE, the HAVE TESTED driver takes a
keen interest in the customer's life. Here, Achievement is used too to guide
the customer in his future purchase, and IMMERSE him as close as possible
in reality.

The retailer can offer a fun Experience. If you live in a flat that is too small
for entertaining, Ikea provides a fully equipped space. An opportunity to
cook using the range sold by the brand in a place it has fitted out. You have
a garden? You can test your future lawnmower in context by replacing the
council personnel who mow the lawns in public gardens. In addition to
getting the feel of the product, no doubt that the experience will engage the
consumer more effectively. His carefully thought out decision will also be
associated with a moment of pleasure he has shared with other users. The
same logic in Spain, where Ford combines a test drive with useful action. In
this case, taking lonely people out for a drive on Sunday. Such a proposition
may become the spearhead of the car manufacturer's strategy, replacing the
traditional open days. A way of reviving the car dealership by transforming it
into a place for meeting others, a place of Socialization.

TRY NOW AND PAY LATER

The fashion sector is undergoing changes too. They concern fitting then
payment. The fact is that consumers no longer want to wait! Waiting in the
fitting room then waiting at the cash desk is hardly very motivating. The
fitting process as such is being enhanced too slowly with regard to
consumer expectations. It seems simpler to infiltrate the family home. In
fact, trying on clothes at home before purchase may well become the norm
for consumers… and this will impose itself de facto on retailers.
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BE A GARDENER FOR AN AFTERNOON 
WITH TRAMONTINA

You have selected the lawnmower of your dreams but are still hesitating,
given its price. To reassure you, the retailer lets you try it out in one of São-
Paulo's many parks. Indeed, the poorly maintained parks of the Brazilian
megalopolis are the ideal playground for testing your lawnmower. Now in the
driving seat, you put in the municipal employee's uniform and help transform
and revitalize public gardens. After completing your task, do not hesitate to
organize a picnic with your children and friends.

5.2 / The avenues to explore for “HAVE TESTED”

Source: ©Tramontina

A renewed payment experience is also emerging. New players are
branding themselves as trusted third parties for deferred payment.
Afterpay in Australia or Klarna in Sweden are two such examples.

APPEAL TO BUYERS

Asked to take part in constructing products and services, customers who
are fans of a brand are also mobilized now to support sales assistants.
After a purchase, the French white goods retail chain Darty systematically
suggests that you join the community of customers. Approached by
potential buyers, the member can share his experience of using the
product. Similarly, La Camif offers people looking for a sofa the option of
contacting a customer who has already bought it. After a phone
conversation, they can meet each other in person if they so wish.
Transforming customers into brand ambassadors is an interesting
initiative. Customers trust their peers more than a salesperson paid on
commission.

Why not imagine that the HAVE TESTED driver can thus improve the
mechanics of customer care and loyalty programmes, like peer-to-peer
deliveries for instance, which are paid for in discount vouchers.

Be that as it may, increasingly well-informed customers are turning into
experts thanks to the Internet. With consumers now well-equipped to
make their choices, which in turn are confirmed by the opinion of their
peers, all that's left for the retailer to do is PERSONALIZE the offer to
transform the thinking process into a buying act.
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5.3 / Our top choices for “HAVE TESTED”

Ford
In Spain, you can ask your car
dealership to lend you a car for the
weekend. Only one condition for this
completely free rental. You have to take
an elderly person of your choosing out
for a drive.

IKEA
Don't be afraid of taking up cooking. In
Canada, the “Cook this page” leaflet
guides you step by step. Tear out the
page, place the ingredients on their
pictures then fold it all up. Put it in the
oven, wait a bit, then it's ready to eat.

BOULANGER
Want to test your future washing
machine or pressure cooker before
buying them? You can at “Le Comptoir”
(the counter), the latest initiative of the
French white goods retailer. All the
products are connected and work.

THE NORTH FACE
You are in two minds about buying the
latest parka for your mountain trek in
the brand's London store? Try it on in
the fitting room provided for the
purpose. It recreates the weather
conditions of your destination.

AMAZON
You don't buy clothes online because
you can't try them on. Amazon
proposes a home fitting service called
“Prime Wardrobe”. You have one week
in which to try on the clothes and
purchase or return them at no charge.

SAMSUNG
In Sweden, to motivate your teenager to
help with x domestic chores, show him
the South Korean brand's automatic
launderette. When the washing cycle
has started, he can play online for free
for sixty minutes.
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6.1 / The avenues to explore for “PERSONALIZE”

Having been able to TEST different products and services, the consumer has
made his choice. However, in the world of Big Data and the Internet, nothing
is simple and totally settled for the retail chains. The customer is always
looking for a bit more, something that will make him stand out from others.
He wants advantages or services that the others don't have. In a nutshell, he
wants Enhancement.

REWARD DIFFERENTLY

For many years he has been a member of many loyalty programmes that
reward his purchases. While the money he has saved may or may not be
significant, the consumer has clearly identified his key role for the brands.
And for that matter the latter don't miss an opportunity to prove it to him, by
giving him store cards for example, tangible signs of how he is different from
other customers. Similarly, he regularly receives special rewards and one-
off reductions.

Ungrateful, he wants even more benefits! When questioned about the loyalty
programmes, he rates them as average regarding the value of the rewards
he gets in exchange for his custom. On the other hand, he thinks he is not
recognized at his true worth and wants more personalization and
acknowledgement. An approach adopted by the American hotel chain
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts. It has opted to make changes to its loyalty
programme, not to the points earned but to how they are used. While
customers still earn free nights, they can now use their points to pay for
events that were inaccessible until now. A ticket for the Backstreet Boys

concert in Las Vegas, a day out for four to discover the culinary specialities
of Chicago, or a dinner cruise for two in New York… All these “money can't
buy” events personalize the customer experience and heighten his interest
in the chain's hotels.

CREATING ONE'S PRODUCT

To develop customer loyalty, the retail chain can also propose creating a
custom-made product. A DIY chain can reward its best private and business
customers by printing tool handles fitting their hands in 3D. The technology
is ready. Normal in New York lets you create your made-to-measure
earphones that don't come out when you're running.

In a similar vein, this year the French shoe brand Eram launched the idea
rolled out by United Nude in New York. One just has to set up one's “Atelier
27” in the storefront of a classic store. Besides SURPRISING and
IMMERSING, the operation lets the customer personalize her pair of shoes
by creating her own heels. Shape, colour or even pattern … everything is
customizable. When the 3D plan is ready, the craftsmen print them on the
spot then fit them to the soles. In under an hour, the customer leaves with a
quite unique pair of shoes.
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6.2 / The avenues to explore for “PERSONALIZE”

3D printing is not the only way to personalize one's product. You only
have to visit Converse's flagship store in New York, Levi’s in London or
any Nike store to create your custom pair of shoes thanks to the “NIKEiD”
programme. Sometimes brushes are all you need to create an original pair
of trainers, as you can at Ollie & Nic in London.

ADAPT THE EXPERIENCE

But Enhancement can also be found in a multitude of tiny details and
attentions. Take the DS car make for instance. It offers drivers one of its
ultra-limited series models a collector's track by a popular electro-pop
group. The Hyatt hotel in Melbourne has a similar approach. It has a loyal
business clientele who come to stay at regular intervals. Hence the idea
of offering them a useful concierge service: storing their toiletries and
some of their clothes between two stays. The customer is sure to find
them when he returns and avoids packing heavy baggage! The same
principle is behind KLM connected baggage tag. The traveller can visit
Amsterdam serenely without having to carry a bulky and heavy travel
guide.

PERSONALIZE thus creates a unique offer that breaks down any
resistance. All the retailer needs to do now is SELL FAIRLY by finding a
way of reassuring the customer about his investment.

VISIT AMSTERDAM AND FOLLOW THE 
ADVICE OF YOUR KLM BAGGAGE TAG 

You have just landed in Amsterdam and are about to tour the city. Whatever
you do, don't forget to take your baggage tag. It will take you off the beaten
track to help you discover the city like an Amsterdamer. The Dutch airline
asked its staff to record over a hundred pieces of practical advice, such as:
“you can hire a boat just next to this canal”, “careful of the tramway rails
when you're cycling” or “in this beautiful square, keep a close watch over
your personal belongings”. Fitted with a GPS, the tag gives you a running
commentary and adapts to your circuit.

Source: ©KLM
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6.3 / Our top choices for “PERSONALIZE”

CYRILLUS
Usually you throw away the junk mail in
your letterbox and e-mail inbox.
Intrigued by seeing your first name on
the cover of a catalogue sent by the
retail chain, inside it you discover a
100% personalized selection.

TOPMAN
How to be a dedicated follower of
fashion when you don't have time to go
to the shops? By asking one of the
English fashion chain designers to help
you. By videoconference, he can
propose a selection of clothes that
match your tastes.

PIZZA HUT 
If you always order the same pizza in
the chain's restaurants, this time let
yourself be guided by the technology. It
will compose a custom pizza for you by
detecting which available ingredients
you look at in the list.

FNAC
Like everyone, you prefer staying at
home when it is raining or cold outside.
The retailer's cultural products
campaign is made for you. The worse
the weather outside, the bigger the
discount offered on the video-on-
demand service.

B&G METRO
You are pregnant and are looking for a
seat in the metro. With the beacon in
your bag, you no longer need to ask
other passengers to give you their seat.
When you enter the carriage, a light
signal is displayed, asking passenger to
give up their seat.

ERAM
You like standing out from others down
to the slightest detail. The shoe
retailer's shops are just for you. In
under an hour, you can customize the
form, colour or even pattern of your
heels.
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7.1 / The avenues to explore to “SELL FAIRLY”

The consumer has finally chosen a product or service that he has been able
to PERSONALIZE as he likes. But we must be careful not to lose sight of the
final decision-making criterion: price. In a fragile economic environment and
as the structure of households evolves, customers still have tight budgets.
So it is in retailers' interests to reassure customers about the pertinence of
their investment and thus to SELL FAIRLY.

HIDE THE PRICE

At the same time, we note that many of the latest concepts launched in
recent years have decided to hide the price of items. A noteworthy trend
noticed in the Apple Store or Tesla stores but also at Shinola in North
America, or more recently at Asics or Dyson in London. These very high
profile stores are more demonstration and testing showrooms than
conventional sales outlets. By demonstrating the qualities of products –
HAVE TESTED - , it is a matter of creating desire… the price factor coming
later.

An understandable logic when one considers how the peer-to-peer and user
economy has evolved. Nowadays it is virtually impossible for customers to
find out the exact price of goods. The explosion of peer-to-peer rentals has
completely changed their points of reference. Should I buy the product? Or
rent it? But from whom: a retail chain? a private individual? There are more
and more agents in the purchase-rental-loan chain: co-something peer-to-
peer services are still gaining momentum, and the retailers launch new
service offers at regular intervals to jump on this bandwagon.

The last aspect of hiding the price is subscriptions. This model is the one
preferred by new economic agents like Amazon or Uber. Reassured by an
attractive price positioning, customers no longer even need to take out their
wallet or bank card. Payment has totally disappeared from the seamless
path to purchase with a view to simplifying the customer experience in the
extreme.

ASSERT THE BENEFIT

If the price cannot be hidden, this fluctuating price logic must be factored in.
That being the case, the Forethought and Achievement market drivers come
into play to demonstrate to the customer that he will get a good deal.
Hitherto, consumers had to use their smartphone to check in store that the
desired item was not cheaper on the retailer's web site and, with a few more
clicks, whether a competitor was offering it at a discounted price.

This year the trend is to use electronic tags as the communication medium.
These were much in evidence everywhere during EuroShop, the world's no. 1
trade fair for capital goods and premises for the retail industry. So we
logically see these initiatives emerging this year. For instance, the French
food retail chain Leclerc provides a price comparison service directly in the
aisles. At a glance, the consumer can see the price observed in competing
stores and can thus put the item in his trolley with complete peace of mind.
But he still needs to be reassured about the quality of the price comparison
service …
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7.2 / The avenues to explore to “SELL FAIRLY”

Embedded RFID technology is also used on electronic tags by the
Wasteless start-up. Currently being trialled in a few supermarkets, the
solution changes prices according to the use-by date of the products on
the shelves. Another way of efficiently managing the store's stock of
goods!

OFFER A DISCOUNT

Adjusting the displayed price is a way of guaranteeing the customer a fair
price. The retail chain can also use the data at its disposal through the
loyalty programme. It knows his purchases and scrutinizes them.
Logically, when the customer visits the web site or store, the retail chain
should propose personalized offers, as we have seen in the PERSONALIZE
trend. That is the case with food retailer Monoprix, which in France lets
each consumer choose three of their favourite items to benefit form an
automatic and permanent discount.

Discounting can also be a way of enhancing its CSR policy, for instance
by fighting to save the planet. In China, a metro user can buy a ticket by
putting used plastic bottles into a waste collector.

With such discounts and personalized offers, the price barrier disappears.
The customer is now ready to buy, so it is up to the retail chain to
ELIMINATE obstacles and any last-minute constraints.

WITH WASTLESS, PAY LESS IF THE 
PRODUCT WILL SOON BE PAST ITS USE-BY 
DATE

When you do your shopping, do you always check use-by dates and buy the
item with the best one? By using the Israeli solution, you can now do exactly
the opposite. Just by checking the electronic RFID tag, you can calculate
your potential savings on the items in your basket. For a given product, it
now displays not just one but several different prices. They vary according
to the use-by dates of items on the shelves; the closer the use-by date, the
cheaper the product is.

Source: ©Wastless
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7.3 / Our top choices for “SELL FAIRLY”

NUBANK
What benefit do you gain from paying
for your purchases with your bank card?
None. With the Brazilian neo-bank, with
each purchase you earn points that will
let you settle your expenses with Uber,
Spotify or even Amazon with a simple
gesture

MONOPRIX
Objectively speaking, your shopping
baskets always contain the same
products. The French retail chain's new
loyalty programme offers you a
permanent discount on your three
favourite products.

ADDICT PARIS
You have your habits in a hair salon and
like chatting with the hair stylists. And
yet, you always end up paying at the
cash desk! To make leaving an
agreeable moment and come whenever
you want, take out an annual
subscription.

LECLERC
You want to make savings on your food
shopping. Read the French chain's
electronic tags. Next to the item's price
you will see the prices observed at the
competitors' nearest to your food store.

TEATRENEU
You always avoid going out at the end
of the month, when your budget is tight.
To get you to come to its theatre, the
Spanish company has fitted all its seats
with a tablet. It scans your face and
calculates the price you pay when you
leave according to how much you have
laughed!

MUTMA
Why not protect the planet and save
money at the same time? Collect empty
plastic bottles then visit a store selling
the Uruguayan shoe brand and trade
them in for a discount on your
purchase.
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8.1 / The avenues to explore to “ELIMINATE THE WAIT”

When a customer has chosen his item the worst part of the purchasing
process comes next: queuing up! ELIMINATE THE WAIT is still one area
retailers are working on most. Some retail chains like Apple or Boulanger
have opted to incrEase the number of sales assistants per sq m. No
customers should feel they are being ignored. The sales staff, equipped with
tablets or mobile solutions, can advise customers and take their payments.
So the intention is indeed to help customers make the most of their time.
This area of focus thus almost exclusively concerns the Ease driver. But
retailers can also suggest that customers settle down comfortably in store,
like at Oasis in London, where there is a tea room near the fitting rooms. A
lady customer's friends can thus relax (Socialization) while waiting for her to
finish trying clothes on.

NO LONGER GOING THROUGH CHECKOUT

Flourishing again are tests like “Shop&Go” to help consumers save time,
more particularly during their lunch hour. An example of this in France is
food retailer Monoprix's “monop’easy”. Customers can scan their items with
their smartphone then pay before leaving.

Keen interest in the young start-up MishiPay demonstrates that retail chains
have tackled this sticking point, checkout. Like Monoprix or Tesco
previously, customers use their smartphone to scan the tags then pay
without having to queue at checkout. But here the fact of paying
automatically deactivates the RFID chip in the tag. A good way of managing
the risk of markdown.

REARRANGE THE STORE

In parallel, stores are tending to restructure themselves. The most surprising
announcement is the one made by Target. The new store concept is
organized around two entrances; one for quick shopping, the other for
browsing. Spurred on by the success of its pre-ordering mobile app,
Starbucks has decided to test a store reserved exclusively for customers
who pre-order with their mobiles! In short, everyone must pace themselves!
For instance, an English university recommends create “slow” checkouts in
supermarkets that let the elderly take their time and chatter with the sales
staff at checkout.

Finally, let's not forget the new travelling store model. There is no reason
why inhabitants of sparsely populated rural areas cannot access the same
services as city dwellers. That is what start-up Wheelys has done with its
totally robotized store that travels from one neighbourhood to another.
Unlocking one's front door with one's mobile, scanning items the customer
needs then automatically debiting the bank account.

ELIMINATING AFTER-SALES

After a purchase, we too often forget that consumers may experience
problems with their products! And in this area there is a shortage of
innovations that address the problem of after-sales. The Darty button is still
a best practice in this respect. You no longer need to wait indefinitely for a
hotline adviser to answer your call! Just press the button to be put through
immediately.
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GET A QUICK REFUND FOR YOUR 
DELAYED FLIGHTS WITH BAJAJ ALLIANZ

During the flight, sign up for the “Travel Ezee” service on your mobile app.
Select your level of cover, take a photo of your passport then pay. On each
flight you record your boarding card. Then if your flight is delayed you will
automatically be refunded. The Indian insurance company's application is
connected directly to the air traffic control system. It checks for any delayed
flights in real time and thereby immediately and spontaneously initiates the
refund. You are notified that you have been refunded by SMS.

8.2 / The avenues to explore to “ELIMINATE THE WAIT”

In India, an insurer has opted to remove the term “refund” from its
vocabulary. How? By connecting directly to the air traffic control system,
it can initiate a refund in real time if a flight is delayed. The customer
saves time (Ease) by taking out this additional insurance.

The same time saving logic is observed in Germany with the Persil
detergent brand, which has launched an online laundry service. The
laundry chore is over. You no longer need to do your laundry then dry it at
home. Addressing this need to save precious time for the consumer, it
enables the manufacturer of cleaning products to conceive its real
business model of tomorrow.

WASTE TIME NO LONGER

In the mind of consumers, avoiding queues amounts to not wasting time
unnecessarily. While radical changes cannot be made, this realization can
be materialized by more sharing, more kindnesses. During your
transatlantic flight, touch down in Iceland and explore the country of fire
and ice with an employee of the airline.

While Ease can ELIMINATE THE WAIT, it can and should also be used to
create solutions to the issue that has seen the most innovations in recent
years: DELIVER.

Source: ©Bajaj Allianz
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8.3 / Our top choices for “ELIMINATE THE WAIT”

VANKE
Unfortunately you cannot always avoid
the chore of going shopping with your
wife. In China, men are luckier. The
company is rolling out more and more
dedicated rest rooms with massage
chairs, TV, video games, etc. in its
shopping malls.

MONOPRIX 
You feel peckish but don't want to
queue at checkout. Download the
French application “monop’easy” to
avoid going through checkout. In the
store, scan the products' barcodes, pay
on your mobile with one click and leave!

PIZZA HUT 
You love four-cheese pizza? In the
United Kingdom, you can have your
favourite recipe tattooed on your arm.
Then move your mobile near the tattoo
and scan the QR code to place your
order automatically.

HENKEL
The German detergents brand relieves
your domestic chores with its online
laundry service. Give your dirty clothes
to your postman. He will return them
clean within forty-eight hours!

ICELANDAIR
On your flight between North America
and Europe, stop off in Iceland using
the airline's “Stopover Buddy” service. A
member of the airline's staff
accompanies you for a few hours to
introduce you to the island's culture.

ALCAMPO 
In Spain you no longer need your debit
card to pay for your petrol. Enter your
number plate and your bank account
details on the “Automatric” site. When
you reach the petrol station, a camera
scans your number plate. Enter your
PIN code to pay.
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9.1 / the avenues to explore for “DELIVER”

Lack of time: the chronic ill of our modern society! Whether real or only
perceived, this affects all target markets, in particular those with children.
So after ELIMINATE THE WAIT comes DELIVER, which involves Ease. For the
record, three out of four households say “they are constantly looking for new
ways of saving time”. Any improvement in the process of collecting one's
shopping is salutary. It is up to the customer to choose the best solution
according to the moment.

COLLECT WITHOUT MAKING A DETOUR

Setting up click-and-collect lockers on the routes travelled by consumers.
Delivery by air with the development of drones, or on land with the
development of robots. To one's car boot, to one's home by a neighbour or
directly by the retail chain's employee, etc. All possible delivery methods
have been tested for three years!

The fact remains that it is the parcel that has to come to the customer, not
the opposite (Ease). None of the above delivery services are new. But they
are spreading and being gradually rolled out on all continents. by way of
example, whereas the American start-up Instacart offered delivery by
neighbours in 2012, this year it is food retailer Carrefour that is trialling this
form of collaborative delivery in Belgium. But it is being copied too. Not long
ago it was being tried out in Argentina, when emptying supermarket
trolleys… an idea taken up in France by one of its competitors, namely
Monoprix.

In parallel, drone delivery trials are going on in their own sweet way or even
accelerating, going relatively unnoticed. The French Post Office is opening a
regular commercial line in a department in the South of France, proving that
the need for swift home deliveries is not reserved solely for city dwellers
pressed for time. Amazon for its part is continuing its test flights, the first
one last December in the United Kingdom, followed at the end of March by a
second one, this time in the United States.

TAKING DELIVERY FROM ONE'S PEERS

In Sweden the Urb-it start-up, whose delivery men travel only on foot or on
public transport, has just gone public and is continuing to establish itself in
Europe. Collaborative delivery is indeed making the headlines. Enough to
counter the giants of the web? Urb-it thinks it will be hard to compete with
Amazon, because its strength lies not just in Ease but also in Forethought
and Achievement. So one needs to exploit other market drivers to renew the
customer experience.

Why not the human one, with Socialization? Walmart has opted to test
deliveries made by its employees. Admittedly one can easily assume that
this decision stems as much from economic concerns as social concerns.
But following on from that, Walmart is also considering re-humanizing
customer relations by transforming the role of its staff from that of
salesperson to that of brand ambassador. A vision that echoes with DAILY
COACHING.
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9.2 / the avenues to explore for “DELIVER”

SHARING DAILY LIFE

However, with the development of the Sharing Economy, experience and
the relationship, the customer also strives for something other than
simple consumption. Giving meaning to one's buying acts is important for
ever more consumers. In Brazil, if the customer orders a home delivery of
his meal, with the “Reverse Delivery” service he can give the delivery man
foodstuffs that will subsequently be redistributed to the poorest. The
Duracell battery brand embraces not this search for meaning but the
search for greater proximity, by making families smile again on Christmas
Day. A service that, albeit paid-for, is greatly appreciated by the
customer.

NO MORE WAITING AT HOME

Already tested by Belgian telecoms operator Base, tomorrow delivery will
not take place at a physical address but at the location of the telephone.
Logical, as the path to purchase is already ambient. Zalando has take up
this idea, offering customers a delivery service using real-time global
positioning. The wheel has come full circle!

Faced with numerous options, it is indeed the customers who decide
which solution is the best for them. Enhancement first and foremost! But
anticipation is possible, like for the Valentino ready-to-wear site, which
adjusts the delivery method to suit the customer and his constraints. A
textbook case for PERSONALIZE. Now the retail chain needs to help its
customer GO BEYOND USAGE of the product.

NO MORE WORRIES ABOUT YOUR STOCK 
OF BATTERIES WITH DURACELL

Honestly, have you never been short of batteries when starting your
youngest child's electric car or switching on your electronic device?
Batteries are the most overlooked accessory during the festive season.
Duracell is well aware of this. On 26 December, the day after Christmas, the
American brand launched its “Duracell express” delivery service. Just
download the application and order your batteries urgently! You will receive
them at home on the same day. What better way to cheer up the whole
family and stop the children crying?

Source: ©Duracell express
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9.3 / Our top choices for “DELIVER”

KABGAYI HOSPITAL
In Rwanda, the Zipline start-up uses
drones to deliver your order of
medicines or blood bags in under thirty
minutes. The most efficient way of
fighting the highest maternal death rate
due to haemorrhage.

RapidQ
No more need to queue up at half time
to order your beer. In Dublin's Aviva
Stadium, the application lets you order
and prepay from your seat. Now all you
need to do is collect it from the
indicated bar.

CARREFOUR 
In Argentina, food retailer Carrefour
avoids you having to go through
checkout with your trolley. Register on
the touch scree and leave your trolley at
the place provided for the purpose.
Your shopping will be scanned by the
store then delivered to your home.

WALMART
You no longer want to go and collect
your shopping? Ask Walmart to deliver
it the very same day to your home in
under two hours. How? By asking its
staff to deliver it on their way home.

VOLVO
You are a fan of online shopping? Why
not have your shopping delivered
directly to the boot of your car… in
under two hours? A service offered not
by your supermarket but by Volvo, the
manufacturer of your car.

ICA 
You don't have time to spare staying at
home to take delivery of your shopping
ordered online? In Sweden, retail chain
ICA with Glue and PostNord can open
your front door remotely to allow the
delivery man to store your shopping in
your cupboards and fridge.
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10.1 / the avenues to explore for “GO BEYOND USAGE”

The customer has just taken delivery; his status is evolving once again from
buyer to user. In most paths to purchase, the relationship stops at this point,
when the sale is made. It may resume if the After-Sales service is involved, if
the customer experiences problems using the service or product.
Unfortunately, this means that the relationship resumes on a negative note.
Hence this obvious idea: why not continue interaction through DIALOGUE
with the customer? The retail chain thus GOES BEYOND USAGE of the
product or service and gradually gets the customer to assume the role of
ambassador of its products.

SHARING USAGE

The starting point of this transformation is still the customer's opinion. Most
brands have understood this and encourage customers to post their
opinions. An incentive that is a source of Enhancement, which incidentally
could be accompanied, rewarded within the framework of the customer
loyalty programme! The success of intermediation platforms like TripAdvisor
or BlaBlaCar has been built on a paradigm of reinsurance and Forethought.
But consumer surveys show that many consumers still mistrust opinions
posted on the on web sites of brands. Start-ups have for that matter worked
this seam in recent years, contributing to the disorientation of consumers

Hence the solution rolled out by retail chains like Popgom.fr. The web-based
tyre vendor invites its future customers to contact previous buyers and ask
them about their impressions and driving experiences, in order to HELP CHOOSE
and facilitate the decision. Here we are clearly between the Connection and
Socialization market drivers.

The latter is indeed instrumental in the HAVE TESTED trend. This year, car
manufacturer Dacia has totally modified its approach to open days. It no longer
opens car dealerships on Saturdays and Sundays to allow prospective
customers to test drive a particular model. From now on the motorist makes an
appointment; on a dedicated site, with the satisfied owner of a Dacia. They
agree on a time and place to meet for the test drive. The buyer becomes a brand
ambassador. And it's to the brand's advantage, which for its part makes
significant savings, especially on payroll expenses!

DIVERT THE PRODUCT

While the customer can be diverted, the retailer can also divert the product
and suggest transforming it. In collaboration with Ikea, the Miami Ad School
invites customers of the Swedish brand not to throw away their packing
boxes but rather to transform them into a “Space Ship” for their children.
Nothing new here; many parents have already built a car from cardboard boxes,
but the Experience creates an intergenerational bond, through Socialization. The
same logic at Pizza Hut with the “Blockbuster Box”, packaging that turns into a
video projector for smartphones to brighten up an evening. Following the Do-It-
Yourself trend and the arrival of Google's Cardboard, many retail chains
have jumped on this bandwagon, like the Sodimac chain in Peru this year.
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10.2 / the avenues to explore for “GO BEYOND USAGE”

The intention is always the same: infiltrate the everyday life of customers
by offering them a novel, differentiating experience they can share with
their friends on social media or in real life!

MEET AROUND THE PRODUCT

The stores make no mistake and are evolving more and more in a living
environment logic. It's not a matter of opening a café area, as was the
case two or three years ago. No. The aim is to integrate the point of sale
into its environment, the community. Does the retail chain have any free
meeting rooms? Why not lend or rent them out to customers so that they
can hold their annual co-owners' meeting there? In France, La Poste (the
French postal service) invites learner drivers to take the driving test on its
premises as independent candidates. The latest concept in Carrefour
superstores offers workshops for its customers: sewing, oenology,
computer repairs, make-up and cooking lessons. The topics are varied
and of interest to all customers.

This living space logic is found in China, with the opening of “nurseries”
for men in the Global Harbour centre in Shanghai. Women can leave their
husbands there while they do their shopping.

By going beyond the promise of the product and service, the retail chain
enhances its relationship with the customer. Going beyond usage creates
a different type of bond, non-transactional, which foreshadows DAILY
COACHING. A process of empowerment that many players could
legitimately offer their customers.

WHEN TRAVELLING, LIVE LIKE A LOCAL 
WITH AIRBNB'S EXPERIENCES

For your holidays, you have taken up the habit of booking your overnight
stays with local inhabitants through the community rental platform. But do
you really share the life of the inhabitants? To immerse you even more in the
country's culture and way of life, when booking your stay you can also book
an experience like “collecting honey in the heart of Paris”, “gardening on a
farm in Harlem” or “doing graffiti in Prenzlauer Berge in Berlin”. Each
proposal helps you go off the well-beaten tourist track and truly experience
the daily life of your local neighbours.

Source: ©Airbnb
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10.3 / Our top choices for “GO BEYOND USAGE”

KFC
Is your main worry that your mobile
runs out of battery? In India, recharge
your batteries while having lunch. At
table, just connect your mobile to the
menu holder and get valuable minutes
of battery life.

IDEA BANK
You are a customer of the Polish online
bank and often go on business trips.
Book a ticket in the dedicated train
wagon. 100% equipped, you can work in
it efficiently while also having an
opportunity to make useful business
contacts.

FORTUNE FOODS
Your son no longer lives at home and
you are worried about his health.
Contact a replacement mother who
lives in the same city as he does. On
your advice, she will cook him his
favourite dish, deliver it to him and
thereby give you news about him.

BBVA CONTINENTAL
You support the Peruvian football team
and want to go and see them play? The
easiest way to buy a ticket is to go to
one of the bank's ATMs and buy a ticket
as easily as withdrawing cash.

CNA
You want to learn English but you don't
have the budget to go to an English-
speaking country. Go to the Brazilian
language school where you can chat by
videoconference with one of the
residents of an American retirement
home.

NIVEA 
In Brazil, to profit from your afternoon
at the beach, put the connected
bracelet on your child's wrist. Whenever
he goes too far away from your towel,
an alarm sounds on your mobile and
guides you to your offspring.
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11.1 / the avenues to explore for “COACHING”

While GO BEYOND USAGE lays the foundations for a sustainable relationship
with the consumer, DAILY COACHING adds an emotional dimension to the
relationship, in order to build a sound edifice. Buying is a rational act. The
consumer makes choices and decisions throughout the path to purchase. To
create the conditions for long-term engagement, the retail chain has to get
the customer to be irrational. The relationship will be all the more
sustainable because an emotional bond is forged. That is absolutely the
challenge of this last trend.

BE PRESENT IN DAILY LIFE

How to demonstrate the existence of such a relationship? By analysing the
reasons that can explain the presence of the brand by the consumer's side,
in his daily life and intimacy. In this respect, the example of the Look Mum
No Hands! retail chain is particularly interesting to understand the strength
of this bond. Opened in 2010, the store merges several concepts into one: a
café-bar, a shop for bicycle repairs and an area dedicated to events. This
welcoming area is a living space, a very marked space for Socialization.
Customers very quickly appropriated it and soon wanted to take it further. It
was on that occasion that goodies brand LMNH! was launched. Cyclist's
outfits, helmets, cups, water bottles, shopping bags or even underwear… this
range features everything that fans demand at all costs. Arrayed for all
customers frequenting the sales outlet – men, women, children and babies
– thereby federating all the members of the community, whether they live in
London, the United Kingdom, Europe or even Australia.

Such a buy-in is found in the community of customers of the American
outdoor sports chain REI. Anyone can send a photo of their latest nature
excursion to the point of sale of their choosing. It will then be printed and
posted up on the wall of photos of “Members in action”. Photos can be taken
during a trek organized by the retailer. At the request of its customers, it has
launched “REI Adventure”, a travel agency. Customers can thus reserve a
trip anywhere in the world with their favourite retail chain.

HELP THE COMMUNITY

But engagement can also go further and serve the community. As part of its
“Stewardship” programme, REI's resources serve everyone. For a weekend, it
can bring employees and customers together to look after the surroundings
of the warehouse or a disused hiking trail. From a certain point of view, this
is about making one's values and commitments tangible in terms of
corporate social responsibility.

By associating its customers with its employees, the company gives itself
meaning and federates this community around tangible values and actions.
One can easily imagine the impact on the feeling of pride of Ypê's
employees after the operation organized last December. Everyone gave
away their old clothes, which were transformed into toys and distributed to
children in difficulty. A simple yet so striking action for all those involved.
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FINALLY KEEP YOUR NEW YEAR'S 
RESOLUTIONS WITH CHEVROLET

In the New Year you make new resolutions … but in reality do you manage to
keep them? The American car manufacturer supports you this year to help
you finally keep them. Thanks to an automatic robot launched on the
Facebook Messenger app, the brand regularly monitors each resolution. Just
enter them at the beginning of your conversation with “Chevrolet Co-Driver”.
Now every day the robot sends you a message asking you how you are
progressing. No doubt that faced with the avalanche of messages you will
make a great effort!

11.2 / the avenues to explore for “COACHING”

BE THERE IN CASE OF NEED

However, the retail chain can also act more directly on the life of its
customers without always seeking to involve them. This is clearly in the
realm of the Forethought principle: the customer knows that whatever
happens his partner will be by his side to support him. During the
subprimes crisis, American bank Fifth Third Bank did not punish its
customers. Quite the contrary. He had lost his job and was no longer able
to meet his monthly payments. Rather than seizing his home, the bank
decided to set up a support programme to help him find a job, the direct
consequence of which being that he could resume his repayment. The
customer was able to revise his CV, practise job interviews and benefit
from the job offers made by the bank's business customers.

The same logic in Costa-Rica with satellite TV operator Claro, which helps
its lady customers set up their small business to secure financial
independence for themselves. In both cases, it is hard to imagine that
these persons would leave their partner, even if a competitor were to
slash prices. The relationship has shifted towards an emotional, irrational
dimension.

Does profitability still matter at this stage? Obviously not. Despite the
Internet, Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon, the future is secure!
Achieving this degree of engagement depends on seeking to forge a
strong bond throughout the ten previous trends, even if it means losing
money on certain services. That is the price of the future!

Source: ©Chevrolet 
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11.3 / Our top choices for “COACHING”

UBER 
You want to help the victims of bad
weather in South Africa. Use your
application to order a vehicle that will
come to your home free of charge,
collect donations and take them to a
redistribution centre.

YPÊ
Your cupboards are heaving with
clothes you no longer wear. In Brazil,
why not put them in one of the bins at
your disposal in your company? They
will then be transformed into toys and
offered to children in difficulty.

KT
In South Korea, the telecoms operator
offers to look after your ageing parents
by monitoring their television. When it
is switched on you are notified. You can
react if that is not the case.

Claro
Like other Costa Rican women living in
the countryside, is your role limited to
housework? The telecoms company
helps you start up your own micro-
business by painting your satellite dish
in the colours of your talents.

JUNKER
Obviously you don't understand how
waste separation works. Use the Italian
application. By scanning the barcode on
a product, it tells you how to treat it as
waste and play a part at your modest
level in saving the planet.

FIFTH THIRD BANK
Directly affected by the crisis, you have
lost your job. So you can no longer
meet your monthly payments. Call your
bank. CV, personalized coaching,
simulated job interviews, it will help you
back into employment.
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Innovate… 
from reason 

to emotion

3
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A DATABASE OF 350 INNOVATIVE SERVICES 

The eleven areas of focus shared in this trend report aim to help a brand or
retail chain by proposing a framework for rethinking services that will make
up the customer relationship of tomorrow. It will be based on a broad range
of service offers meeting the various different requirements of each of their
STRATEGIC TARGETS or MARKET DRIVERS.

On an increasingly digital and ambient path to purchase, these solutions
are above all very operational. This logical approach starts by identifying
“pain points” on people's path to purchase then defines an appropriate
solution. The approach is thus very rational.

But brands have a duty to go one step further. It is by entering the realm of
emotions and intimacy that they will set themselves apart from their
competitors. Because being loyal is not a choice but rather an obvious fact
imposed on oneself. While consumers can rationally explain why they
prefer one retail chain over another, they may one day switch to a cheaper
one. Conversely, if the bond is strong and irrational, they have no reason to
abandon it.

Just like the pure players, who cannot constantly be the cheapest till
kingdom come, it is by engaging in DAILY COACHING that economic agents
will find ways of withstanding competition and expanding.

So the rational and irrational dimensions must be central to the process of
innovation. To start with, one must stand back and observe one's value
proposition, the proposition of competitors and identify the strong points
and any shortcomings.

• What are my current services?

• Are they vectors of differentiation?

• Where do my competitors stand?

• What areas should I work on as a matter of priority?

These answers can be found in the scatter graph of services presented
further on. It is organized around two logics:

• Should service be paid for or free of charge?

• Is the service linked to the core offering, the product, or does it position
the brand on a new market, new skills?

As the customer is always ready to pay for a service if it is useful,
essential, it is this second area that divides opinion most. A brand must be
irreproachable with regard to its basic services, but it must offer something
else to create differentiation in the minds of consumers. The more it
develops services far removed from its original offer, the more appealing it
becomes in the eyes of the consumer.
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To study the 11 areas of focus 

The scatter graph of services includes five types of offer. They are not mutually exclusive but complement one another, just like the eleven areas of focus.
Because the customer cannot be retained with a renewed offer if the basic promise is not kept! To take stock your strengths and weaknesses, just place
your services on the scatter graph according to their type:

INDUCED SERVICES
and thus free, are part of the unspoken contract between the retailer and the customer. They should be the subject of particular attention: clean toilets,
quick checkout, e-mail confirming shipment, etc.

ADVERTISED SERVICES
whether paid-for or free, form the foundation of the retailer's differentiation. They include a whole range of valued support and care services: child
minding, VIP lounge, commitment charter, etc.

SALES-LINKED SERVICES
are directly connected to the product or service. These paid-for services increase the average spend by offering customers the additional solutions they
expect: extended warranty, alterations, express delivery, etc.

AUDIENCE SERVICES
help retailers leverage their community of customers with other economic agents. In so doing it offers new services: marketplace, communities, referring
a policyholder to a builder after water damage, etc.

RANGE EXTENSION SERVICES
move away from the basic offer and capitalize on the confidence the customer puts in the retailer. The customer will accept new services and products,
such as van hire, home collection of luggage or coaching and empowerment sessions.
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To study the 11 areas of focus 

Current	offering New	offering

Paid-for	
service

Free	service

AUDIENCE

Sales-
related 
service

ADVERTISED

RANGE 
EXTENSION

INDUCED
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

SALES-RELATED

Airbnbmag
Discover new destinations, 
good deals in the magazine.

INDUCED

Comments
Book your accommodation with 
confidence thanks to the 
opinions.

RANGE EXTENSION

Guide
Go and discover places
recommended by the city's
inhabitants.

RANGE EXTENSION

Restaurant
Reserve your restaurant on the
site to avoid having to queue
up.

airbnb … the business case

RANGE EXTENSION

Trips 
Reserve an experience to live at
the same pace as the city's
inhabitants.
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

SALES-RELATED

Claro VOD
Enjoy your evenings, an infinite 
catalogue of films, series, 
programmes, etc. 

INDUCED

Claro Play
Find your favourite films and 
series on your smartphone. 

ADVERTISED

CineMovil
Take advantage of VOD 
wherever you are thanks to your 
cardboard box. 

CLARO TV … the business case

ADVERTISED

Yummy Bill
Discover VOD for free while 
enjoying some free popcorn.

RANGE EXTENSION

Sign of Progress 
Start up your small business 
with free advertising.
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

INDUCED

Ford Protect
Benefit from assistance 24/7, a 
7-year warranty covering parts 
and repairs. 

Ford … the business case

AUDIENCE
Domino’s
Have your pizza delivered by
the manufacturer's driverless
vehicle.

RANGE EXTENSION

Credit Link 
Finance your car with others in 
a collaborative mode. 

RANGE EXTENSION

MoDe:Me  
You are stuck in traffic, take out 
your folding bike and move on.

AUDIENCE
Sunday Drive
Borrow a car and take an elderly
person on a drive.

ADVERTISED

Ford Pass 
Use the Swiss army knife 
application to simplify the use 
of your car.

ADVERTISED

Ford Sync
Drive your car from your home 
with Amazon Echo

SALES-RELATED

Extended Service Plan
Take out an extended warranty 
to extend the life of your car.
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

McDonald's … the business case

INDUCED

Easy Order
Avoid queuing at the cash desk 
by ordering on the terminals.

AUDIENCE

McTrax
Become a DJ, at the restaurant
or at home, with a connected
tablemat.

SALES-RELATED

Birthday Party
Organize your children's 
birthday party in their favourite 
restaurant.

ADVERTISED

Table service
Ask a tea member to 
bring the tray directly 
to your table. 

ADVERTISED

McDelivery 
Have your meal delivered using
the UberEATS application.

ADVERTISED

McBiKE
Save the planet by going to 
collect your meal by bicycle. 

AUDIENCE

Pokemon Go
Take advantage of your visit to
the restaurant to collect rare
Pokemons.

SALES-RELATED

McDonald’s collection
Buy branded T-shirts, aprons, 
notebooks or cups.
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

monoprix … the business case

INDUCED

Delivery on foot
Leave your shopping in the 
store and have it delivered to 
your home.

ADVERTISED
Free fruit
Take a free piece of fruit from
the basket and give it to your
child.

AUDIENCE

Shop&Give
Fight waste by giving products
to your delivery man

ADVERTISED

My Top 3
Choose your 3 favourite 
products and benefit from a 
permanent discount.

ADVERTISED

La Doudoublure
Save the planet by going to 
collect your meal by bicycle. 

SALES-RELATED

Shop&Go
Do your shopping and choose 
your preferred delivery method

ADVERTISED
Monop’Easy
Save time by scanning and
paying with your smartphone.
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

Nike … the business case

SALES-RELATED

NikeiID
Create the running shoe of your 
dreams on the Internet or in 
store.

INDUCED

Running treadmill
Find the shoe that fits you best 
by trying it on in store. 

Range extension

We Run
Accompanied by a coach, run
with other members of the
community.

ADVERTISED

Nike+ Run Club Application
Download the application to 
track your performance and 
progress.

SALES-RELATED

Apple Watch Nike+
Wear the watch on your wrist 
and leave your smartphone at 
home. 
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

AUDIENCE

Stewardship
Give up some of your time and
come and participate with
others to beautify the nature
around you.

REI … the business case

ADVERTISED

Members in action
Send a photo of your last outing 
and see it displayed in store.

SALES-RELATED

Bike + Ski Shop
Have your skis serviced or bike 
repaired directly in store.

Range extension

Adventures 
Go on a trip to discover the 
world with the retail chain's 
travel agency.

INDUCED

Expertise
Buy from REI to guarantee you 
get an “expert” product.

Range extension

OptOutside
With members of the
community, share your 100%
natural good deals.
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Offre	actuelle Nouvelle	offre

Service	payant

Service	gratuit

INDUCED

Open 24/7
Visit your store at any time of 
the day or night.

ADVERTISED

Refill
Scan the barcode on the 
medicinal product to 
automatically recommend.

ADVERTISED

Chatbot
Ask your virtual assistant for 
help in the event of a problem.

SALES-RELATED

Personalized coupons
Receive your money-off 
coupons using the application's 
global positioning function.

WALGREENS … the business case

AUDIENCE
MDLIVE
Do an initial diagnosis by
videoconference with your doctor.

ADVERTISED

Healthy Choices
Earn loyalty points through
physical exercise.
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TO GO FURTHER

2017 HANDBOOK 

11 strategic targets and 7 market drivers to fully understand the issues
relating to customer expectations. A real complement to the 2017 Trend
Report.

PRIVATE DEBRIEFING INNOVATE SERVICE CENTRIC 2017 

You wish to share the added value of the Innovate Service Centric
conference with your staff?

Our experts offer a private debriefing in your premises or in Echangeur's
showroom.

JOIN THE ECHANGEUR CLUB! 

Your are in retail? Subscribe to the Echangeur Club to benefit from the
following:

- Premium access to market intelligence and analytics content on
Echangeur.fr up to 20 accounts.

- 2 free tickets for each of the 2 Echangeur conferences

- Download access to Echangeur publications

- Invitations to demonstrations of new technologies

- Special rates for Echangeur partnering services (store tours,
showroom visits and innovation workshops)

For more information, contact:

Nicolas Rousseau
Marketing Manager
nrousseau@echangeur.fr
Tel: +33 6 30 92 94 95 
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Contact

ECHANGEUR 
BNP Paribas Personal Finance
143 Rue Anatole France 
92300 Levallois Perret 
France

+33 (0)1 58 61 92 95
info@echangeur.fr


